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A beautiful princess of a vassal country, with a beautiful face, excellent wisdom, living in a dark
dark place where people compete with each other, how can she calculate and consider to
ascend to the throne? "reverend woman"? A fragile and talented princess, invented a martial
art that is famous in the world, in times of national trouble, she also holds a sword to fight. It's
just that at a time of chaos, the world is divided, how can she protect the nation?

"Lanzar un libro con el nivel correcto para futuros buceadores comporta cierta dificultad.
Debes ser honesto y resultar interesante pero sin asustar ni que resulte excesivamente
complicado. Simon es un gran autor sobre temas de buceo y creo que finalmente ha
encontrado la solución al problema." Steve Weinmann, editor de Diver Magazine (Reino
Unido) "El nuevo libro de Simon, Bases de Buceo - Iníciate Correctamente en el Buceo, es una
guía meticulosa, seria y sensata orientada a la seguridad para nuevos buceadores. También
es muy, muy divertida. Las anécdotas de Simon harán reír hasta las lágrimas a los buceadores
experimentados, y prometerán décadas de diversión y aventura a los nuevos buceadores."
Judi Lowe, instructora de buceo, académica y consejera sobre turismo de buceo sostenible en
thedivetourist."Ojalá hubiera tenido este libro para leer cuando aprendí a bucear. Recuerdo lo
confuso que estaba." Robin Yao, editor ejecutivo de EZDIVE Magazine"Este es el libro que los
buceadores deberían dar a sus amigos cuando estos digan que desean aprender a bucear."
Ian Thomas, escritor y formador de instructores de buceo"Es un gran libro. Debemos felicitar a
Simon Pridmore por esta interesante, honesta y detallada introducción al buceo. Explica
claramente los placeres de este deporte, así como las posibles dificultades que se pueden
encontrar al empezar a bucear. Lo explica todo como realmente es. Este libro será muy
valioso, no sólo para los posibles futuros buceadores, sino también para los Divemasters,
instructores y operadores, como recordatorio de cómo se deben, y pueden, hacerse ciertas
cosas." John Lippmann, fundador y presidente de Divers Alert Network (DAN) Asia-Pacific --
This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Preface“The Apocalypse of Shang Mang offers hopeHeroes gather to win
supremacy”**Original verse: “‚Íƒ+k‹\@†Z^-_…ÿ�N�g�N‘O�Y:•ó\
ÿ�”Sino-Vietnamese transliteration: "Thuong Mang's
ruined, and most of the royal court wins the supreme honor!"On the top of Thuong Mang, the
highest title of "Vuong Son" in Dong Trieu, according to legend, there was a master who left a
chess board in progress, at that chessboard he left a sentence like the one above. At that time,
it was the time when the countries of the East were fighting, and it was also the time when the
emperor's karma was shaken.A young girl with the name "snow-white element, great wind and
flower"*, yet her words and actions are not fearless, liberal like the wind, making the whole
martial arts world admire. Can that person, in a time of chaos and chaos, be "invincible like the
wind"*?*Suite-the-moon, wind and flowers are peerless: clothes are like snow like the moon,
the most talented and elegant in the world * Fearless like the wind: not reserved like the wind.A
young man named "Xuyen Ying wears a moon"* is in stark contrast to a young woman named
"Yuye Yue Yue", a leisurely, noble and noble demeanor, and a benevolent heart and actions
that make the whole world admire. graves and idols. Because of the chaos, people's hearts
change, will he still be able to maintain his "kindness"?* Huyen wearing a moon dress: jet black
dress, also means that the dress is very beautiful.A prince of a vassal country comes from a
noble family, and has a great martial arts background. He is arrogant, has great will in the
world, is commented by historians as having a "hegemony of kings", how can he achieve
"bastard karma" in a time of constant war?A person is told by the world: "Phong Vu Thien San
Ngoc is single, people tend to admire Vo Duyen"*. He is noble and noble, with a
compassionate heart. He was born with the surname Ngoc, and was honored by the world as
"Heavenly Man", but in this chaotic time, how could he be "compassionately out of the world"?
*Feng Vu Thien san Ngoc solo, people tend to admire Vo Duyen: Ngoc solitary acts even
though thousands of mountains control wind and rain, people love and admire Vo Duyen.A
beautiful princess of a vassal country, with a beautiful face, excellent wisdom, living in a dark
dark place where people compete with each other, how can she calculate and consider to
ascend to the throne? "reverend woman"?A fragile and talented princess, invented a martial art
that is famous in the world, in times of national trouble, she also holds a sword to fight. It's just
that at a time of chaos, the world is divided, how can she protect the nation?A prince of a
vassal state who resides in the inner palace can make the world's heroes pay attention. He is
not only mysterious, but also receives the support of the people. In a time of turmoil, the
heroes compete to see if he will remain inactive or will burst out from the depths of the palace?
Country in the same house, can we support together? Love and hate, how to distinguish
clearly?An and sheep, what do you get in return?Beauty with the world, how heavy is it?Can
the two moons mingle and shine?King and king, can we step in the same direction?The
hegemon and the "Heavenly Man" there, can the wish be fulfilled?In turbulent times, talented
men from all walks of life appeared, but the chess game on the top of Thien Mang only needed
two, and the position that held the world's highest position, only needed ONE!PreambleAt
midnight, the sparse rain fell like small dots to beautify the dark sky along with the cold moon
hanging in the air. The peak of Thuong Mang mountain, the highest peak of the Eastern
Dynasty, seems to be covered with a thin layer of silver silk under the shining moonlight, like a
jade standing tall on the plain facing the imperial realm, noble and majestic. but holy, not
ashamed of its own name "King mountain"!At this moment, there are two old men sitting on the
top of a high mountain. Both of them were about sixty years old, their faces were scowling, and
their eyes not only flashed with calmness, but also had an aura of wisdom. A man in a white



robe, another in a black robe, sits a foot apart*, in the middle is a square megalithic block, the
top of which is unknowingly grounded, smooth, and engraved. into a chessboard. On the table,
the chess pieces are arranged densely, each piece is made of stone of uniform size.* Thanh
Quac: Thanh in Thanh Bach. The word bar means clean. Quack in quack means healthy. An
elderly person whose mental health is still healthy is called a squishy.*1 staff = 3.33 metersThe
chess game has already gone half way, the two sides are equally powerful, who won and who
lost is still unclear."It's been a long time since the sky is so bright in the moon!" The old man in
a white robe sitting on the left side of the table thoughtfully moved his eyes away from the
chessboard, looked up at the moon and stars full of the sky, and felt a thousand times
emotional."How can there be peace in such chaos, it's hard to be pure!" The old man in a black
robe sitting on the right also looked into space. "The hour is over, whatever comes should
come." In the save sound a bit of a wait.*Time: 11pm to 1amThe old man's words just ended,
the starlight in the sky suddenly became brilliant, at the top of the sky rose a bright star that
immediately pierced the nine clouds. For a moment, the starlight covered the whole sky,
surpassing the bright moon, instantly illuminating the whole world!“Appeared! Appeared!”The
old man in a white robe stared at the star with bright eyes, the usual cool and calm expression
on his face now could not contain his excitement.At this moment, a star suddenly rose up in
the sky, also radiant with boundless brilliance, dazzling the eyes, as if there was only one star
in the whole world, incomparable pride. who can cope."Look! Also appeared! It also
appeared!”The man in the black robe stood up excitedly, his finger pointed at the star in the
sky“Finally, two stars appear!”The old man in the white robe also stood up, looking up at the
two stars as brilliant as the moonlight, they were far apart, but their brilliance was not
inferior!“Fi nally appeared! This world's turmoil must finally end!" The old man in the black robe
muttered loudly to himself, looking up at the two stars in the sky, his face showing a strange
lively excitement.“The chaos will end in their hands, in the nine heavens there can only be one
Venus! Two contemporary stars meet, who will fall?" The old man in white robe raised his hand
as if to cover the two stars on the horizon. In the sound of excitement, there are also doubts
and hopes for an untenable future.The two stars that were twinkling in the sky suddenly
gradually regained their radiance, although not as dazzling as before, but still bright compared
to the stars around it.“Two contemporary stars meet, who will fall! It's up to fate to decide!" The
black robe old man's heart was less agitated, his eyes looked at the stars on the horizon, the
voice seemed to come from a long time ago, humming and deep."What fate?" The eyes of the
old man in a white robe looked up at the two stars in the sky with a hint of regret and sadness.
“Should this chess board be completed?” The old man in the black robe withdrew his gaze and
looked at the chess game in front of him."Can not." The old man in white robe glanced at the
chessboard, then pointed to the air with his hand, "This chess board must let them come
down.""Is it them?" The old man in black looked back at the game, then looked up into the air
again, smiling briefly, "That's fine, leave them to summer.""Let's go down the mountain, it's time
for you and I to go find someone." The old man in the white robe took one last look at the star
in the sky, then turned to prepare to descend the mountain.“The moment after finding you, will
their victory or defeat m ean our victory or defeat?” The old man in the black robe suddenly
shot a sharp ray from his calm eyes.“What else to say? We have been arguing for more than
ten years now, victory or defeat is not yet divided. The end of this half-game is waiting for them
to come down, deciding our victory or defeat, but also deciding - the right to rule the world!"
The old man in the white robe turned his head, looked and smiled at the old man in the black
robe, although his smile was gentle and contemptuous, but it contained a deep meaning."OK!"
The old man in the black robe nodded.The two turned away with a proud posture, leaving only



an unfinished chess game on the top of Thuong Mang mountain.Later, when someone went up
to Cang Mang Mountain, when they saw the game, they were amazed, but no one moved it.
There are not many people who can go to the top of the highest mountain in Dong Trieu, but
even those who have reached the top of the mountain are not ordinary people. Some people
have left the end, that is, there are people who can come and lower the flag to complete.Many
years later, there were two people following the trajectory of fate, finally meeting each other on
the top of Cang Mang, facing the chess game left by fate.This time was the reign of Emperor
Qi for many years.Dong Trieu has passed from the Water Empire to the Emperor Ky for more
than three hundred years. The Emperor of Water was brilliant in his cunning, martial arts
invincible in the world, fought against the North to defeat the enemy, and stabilized the hearts
and minds of the people, creating the origin of the vast Eastern Dynasty.After the empire was
established, the Emperor considered the merits and rewards, appointed seven subordinates
with the most outstanding merits to become kings, divided the colony, named the country by
family name, divided it into seven kingdoms: Hoang, Ninh, Black) Phong*, Bach, Hoa, (White)
Phong*, Nam. He took black iron ore from the bottom of the Beihai sea and cast it into eight
plates. The largest plate was named Huyen Ton Lenh and gave it to the Emperor to hold, the
remaining seven plates were shorter, named Huyen Mac Lenh, and assigned to the heads of
the seven countries. This division was also the time when the Emperor and the Seven Kings
took blood to swear: Huyen Ton Lenh came out, the seven countries bowed their heads!* Phong
N0 : in a prosperous, rich room. From now on, this Phong country is called the Black Wind
country*Feng˜Î: wind. From now on, this Phong country is called Bach Phong countryAfter the
Emperor, Emperor Cheng, Quan De, and Emperor Yan were all generations of wise masters,
recruiting talented and virtuous people, experimenting with observing the people, reducing
labor and tax collection, and having a wise political policy. The vassals kept their duties, loyal
and devoted to the emperor. The Dong Dynasty in the hands of these Emperors became more
and more powerful and prosperous.In the middle of the time when it was handed down to
Emperor Chi, Emperor I, Emperor Qi, and Emperor Zhao, these emperors were very
incompetent, it was difficult to keep only what was already there. Going to Gia De, Emperor Xi,
and Di Di, these people are really only good at insatiable wastefulness, enjoying leisure and
pleasure, ignoring politics, letting the government fall into the hands of a group of false
gods.Later, in the hands of Le Emperor, he liked to show off his face, liked to dress in luxury,
every time he went to the palace, he asked to go to the luxurious palace and waste money.
Twice he mobilized troops to fight in Mong Citadel, both defeated and returned, causing the
people in the country to lament and resentful voices to rise in all directions. At the same time,
the vassal countries also gradually disobeyed. The once-powerful Eastern Dynasties Empire is
increasingly falling apart. First, King Ning of the Kingdom of Ning mobilized an army to rebel,
plotting a coup d'etat, and wanted to chase and kill all the way to the imperial capital. And
Emperor Li did not wait for Ningjun to chase him to the Jin Loan Palace, his body was soon
corroded by alcohol because of excessive panic and died at the luxurious Tri Long Palace.The
crown prince took the place of the Emperor Jing. Emperor Jing issued Huyen Ton Lenh,
commanding the six vassal states, commanding the army of the kings to gather from the army
of six countries, and repel the Ning army. King Ninh was defeated in battle but buried himself in
battle, now the land is in the hands of the three great states of Bach Phong, Hoang, and Hac
Phong.After pacifying the rebellion of Ninh Quoc, the vassal forces developed and grew,
although Emperor Canh had great intentions, he did not know how to return to Dong Trieu, he
was plagued with illness, his body was in decline, and at Ning Vuong was hit by an arrow,
constantly on the hospital bed, died less than three years in a row, no children to follow.



Emperor Le Vuong succeeded, took the name Emperor Le.Le Emperor has a brutal
temperament, not greedy for gold and silver, but only likes to focus on hunting. And this hunting
focus is not on hunting animals, but on hunting people! Take the living people to distribute in
the hunting area, lead the army of gods and generals to round up and hunt, whoever has the
most heads, that person will definitely win! If there are survivors, there will be a party to drink
wine, open the stomach to break the intestines, celebrate the work and find joy!The hearts of
the people in the country were indignant, where the insurgents rebelled. The second time Dong
Trieu marched straight to Mong Citadel, history repeated like the chaos of the King of Ning, the
core army of Le Emperor lost almost all of it, and Le Emperor had to ask his vassals to send
troops to suppress. The vassals then blatantly recruited soldiers forever, vying for disputes to
expand their territories and wealth, never before and later did not help in the war, but at this
time, they had lost the ability to give orders to other countries. vassal.Emperor Le was in the
eleventh year, at the autumn celebration in the hunting area surrounded by tyrants, Le Emperor
was chopped to pieces, using the title "Thu Cat rips off."After this rebellion, Crown Prince Ky
ascended the throne and discovered that Huyen Ton Lenh was missing, leading to the fact that
he was no longer respected by other countries, and the emperor's name became an empty
drum. The mighty Eastern Dynasties Empire disintegrated, and six other countries followed
their own accord, ushering in a period of chaos, civil war, and nonstop conflict.The land of
Dong Trieu was vast, with the imperial capital as the center, surrounded by ten continents
under the control of the emperor; In the North is the White Country, a thousand li wide land, ten
citadel; The West belongs to the Black Wind Country, the territory of three thousand li, thirty-six
citadel; Southwest of Bach Phong, the land is two thousand two hundred li, twenty citadel; In
the South is the Imperial Kingdom, the territory of three thousand li, thirty-four citadel; The
Kingdom of China was in the position between the Black Wind Country and the Yellow Country,
with two thousand li, twenty citadel; To the east is the Southern Kingdom, the land is one
thousand two hundred li and ten citadel. Of the six countries, two countries, Hoang and Hac
Phong, have the largest territory and strongest national power; China's richest country; Bach
Phong is middle-class, only Bach Quoc and Nam Quoc are still weak.Huyen Ton Lenh, after
not seeing his whereabouts, everyone wanted to compete and command the world.Chapter 1:
Bai Feng XiThe weather has just passed, it is still extremely hot, at the hottest time of the day,
the white sun makes people dizzy, everyone is staying at the motel. cool afternoon, but even
those who are miserable outside also seek shade to avoid the sweltering heat."Yan Doanh
Chau, hand over Huyen Ton Lenh!"A strong scream came from the forest at the foot of Tuyen
Mountain in the west of Bach Quoc, the sound was really rough and hard to hear, even if
someone in the forest was in a deep sleep, it would still be awakened by this noise.Deep in the
forest, there were more than ten great Hans surrounding the surrounding class, some generals
and soldiers wore velvet clothes, some scholars wore robes, there were people dressed as
merchants, and there were people like farmers. … Their costumes are not the same, their
demeanor is even more different, the only thing in common is that the swords in their hands
are directed towards the person in the center of the encirclement.The center of the
encirclement was a young man of about twentyseven years old wearing a black dress, holding
Thanh Phong's tongue three meters long in his hand[2], his body was poise and proud, his
face was cold looking at everyone, his body was There were many wounds, fresh blood poured
from the mouth of those wounds, dyeing the grass at the feet.As for the eyes of everyone
surrounding, most of them focused on the package behind the black-robed man."Yen Doanh
Chau, leave the package behind you, then he will leave you a way of life!" The man in the
velvet outfit looked like a general, lifted his knife and pointed at the man in black named Yen



Doanh Chau.On the face of a young man named Yen Doanh Chau, a faint smile suddenly
appeared with a bit of cold satire: "I've heard, General Tang of China every time he destroys
the citadel, massacres the people for three days, unjustly killing countless souls. . Is it possible
today to break the law of compassion for Yen?"General Tang was mocked for a while, his face
couldn't help but turn red, as if he wanted to defend himself, but thinking back on what people
said was all the truth.The blue-robed Confucian student stood by the side and shook the iron
fan in his hand, elegantly saying: "Yen Doanh Chau, today I am determined that it is difficult to
escape today, if the time is right, hand over Huyen Ton Lenh, we I can even let you die a little
more comfortably!”"Yan Mo of course knows that it is difficult to escape death today, but your
fan of Gong Wudu has poisoned twenty of my famous generals, even if I die, I want to take
your dog's life!" The sword Thanh Phong in Yen Doanh Chau's hand raised straight to Cong
Wu Do, the light in his eyes was cold and sharper than the treasure sword in his hand.Gong
Wudu's fan killed countless people, but at this moment, he was afraid of such eyes.Everyone
around couldn't help but hold their weapons tightly in their hands, taking full precautions,
anyway, the four generals Phong, Suong, Tuyet, and Vu of the Hoang kingdom were also
famous, with Liem Phong general Yen Doanh Chau at the top. The four generals had excellent
martial arts skills, and once killed three hundred enemy soldiers with one man in the battle at
Thanh citadel."Yan Doanh Chau, even though you have great martial arts, you were injured
today, we have many strengths, it is clear who won and who lost." The peasant-like figure
pulled a knife out of its sheath, “Gentlemen, why should you be afraid of him! Let's rush
together, cut Yen Doanh Chau and then return to ask for help with the National Lords!""OK!
Lam Dai Hiep's words are reasonable, cut Yen Doanh Chau, Huyen Ton Lenh belongs to us!"
The person dressed as a merchant pulled the whip on his back and swung it high, the long
whip was thrown out as quickly as lightning, it was just that the whip did not touch the person
but circled the package behind Yen Doanh Chau.“Let's jump together! Gentlemen, this is not
the time to talk about gentlemanly manners!" General Tang there swung his big knife straight
towards Yen Doanh Chau's chest."OK!" Everyone else took action, stabbing at Yen Doanh
Chau.Although Yen Doanh Chau had many wounds on his body, his body was still as agile as
before, not only that, suddenly he saw that he had just turned around, his left hand grabbed the
long whip behind his back, then turned around, grabbing the belt with his hand. of the
merchant, pulling him back to block the spear that General Tang had just stabbed; Next, the
right hand swung up again, the steel sword had already blocked the swords that were rushing
towards him, the arm was powerful "Ya!" With a cold shout, the few swords that were slashed
were really shaken. Those people only felt pain in the hand holding the sword, couldn't hold the
sword anymore, so they reluctantly withdrew, taking a step back to avoid the embarrassment of
losing their weapons!Yen Doanh Chau completed those continuous movements in a blink of an
eye, extremely fluent and coherent."Kill!"Without waiting for Yen Doanh Chau to catch his
breath, at this moment a man about twenty-three years old was still standing outside the
encirclement, the white-robed minor general waved his hand, and the five bodyguards standing
behind him immediately jumped out. approached Yen Doanh Chau, who did not come close,
but the wind blade had fiercely pierced the skin until it hurt, that was enough to see how tall the
five people were."Let's go up too!" Gong Wudu there waved an iron fan and gallantly entered
the middle of the encirclement. The rest of the people who were outside observing also waved
their knives and spears, all surrounded and killed Yen Doanh Chau, only the whiterobed minor
general remained outside the circle, staring at the center without blinking. .Being surrounded
and killed by more than ten people, Yen Doanh Chau was in the center, telling the sword to fly
with a dazzling silver light to stab the enemy, wherever the sword went, someone would cry



out, along with a piece of blood.Looking at the place where the fighting was chaotic, the white
robed minor general nodded silently, but the light in his eyes was even sharper!“Oh…
Oh……”“Mother of it! Yen Doanh Chau! You don't want to live anymore!"Only hearing each
wave of pitiful groans mixed with angry scolding in that area, the slightly short martial artists fell
many times, the ground covered with blood and flesh. Yen Doanh Chau today knows that it is
difficult to escape death, so it is completely a desperate fighting method that only attacks but
does not defend, it is just that he is already injured, the result of recklessly using force is the
mouth of the enemies. the wound on his body was even more broken, the blood flowed like
water, wherever he went, the grass there turned red; but the medical person gradually became
helpless, tired to cope, soon a few more wounds appeared on the body.“Yen Doanh Chau!
Submit your network!"A shrill scream sounded, Cong Wu Do looked at the right opportunity,
the iron fan stabbed straight into Yen Doanh Chau's chest, but saw Yen Doanh Cau gently
shifting as if to avoid, just still a little slow to fan the iron pierced the bottom of the rib.Cong Wu
Do saw that he had succeeded in his action, then he was secretly happy, suddenly felt his
chest ached. When he lowered his head, he saw that Yen Doanh Chau's steel sword had
pierced his chest without knowing when."I said, I will definitely take your dog's life!" Yen Doanh
Chau gritted his teeth and said, he was so desperate, even if he suffered a fan of Cong Wu Do,
he still wanted to kill him."You…"Gong Wudu just opened his mouth to say a word, Yen Doanh
Chau quickly pulled out his sword, blood gushing out like rain and splashing red all over his
body. In the blink of an eye, Gong Wudu staggered to the ground.Yen Doanh Chau drew back
his sword step by step, suddenly his left shoulder felt pain, he was stabbed deeply by General
Tang's big knife, the blood flowed into a river, the whole body was like a blood man!“Ste alth in
the back! What a waste of a man with the name of a general of a country!" Yen Doanh Chau
took a breath of cold air and rolled his eyes.“Huh! Who is still a soldier at this time?!” General
Tang coldly snorted without shame, the big knife was still deep in Yen Doanh Chau's body,
looking under the knife was the enemy that was already mortally wounded, feeling very happy
in his heart, his left hand stretched out to find Searching for the package on Yen Doanh Chau's
shoulder "You still… Ah..."Before he finished his sentence, he saw a blue light flash, General
Tang cried out in agony and fell to the ground in a coma, both wrists severed.Yen Doanh
Chau's left hand circled back, pulled out the great knife that was stuck on his back, and threw it
to the ground arbitrarily, still hanging the severed hand of General Tang on the big knife. The
people around saw not cold but shivered, the weapon in hand stopped, and he himself took a
step back.Yen Doanh Chau finally exhausted, couldn't take it anymore, knelt down to support.
Even so, he still supported his body with his sword, raised his head to look at the surrounding
enemies, his eyes flashed with bloodthirsty, sharp and malicious light. The people around were
suppressed by his aura and did not dare to move.Finally, Yen Doanh Chau also slowly stood
up, panting, holding a sword in one hand, making the people there unconsciously take a few
steps back.“Come here! Today, Yen Doanh Chau, we can meet the heroes of each country who
are also good friends[3], the road to Hoang Tuyen with you as friends is not so lonely!"Yen
Doanh Chau looked at everyone's pale faces, a cold smile appeared on his face, his hand
raised his sword and pointed straight in front of him, but standing in front of him was the great
hero Lam, who was still retreating step by step. Most of them moved continuously, looking at
Yen Doanh Chau in fear.“Bump! Pop pop!”In the midst of a struggle, suddenly in the forest
came applause, everyone couldn't help but turn their heads to look, even Yen Doanh Chau
looked at the person clapping.A general in a white robe stood outside the circle of three zhang
(~10 m), he was clapping his hands and suddenly saw everyone's eyes turned in this direction,
he had to stop, his eyes fixed on Yen Doanh. Chau.“Yan Doanh Chau, you are truly amazing!



Instead of dying at the hands of incompetent people here, it's better for me to come complete
your name! Take my Xuyen Van's silver spear!"As soon as he finished speaking, his body flew
up, the silver spear in his hand stabbed straight at Yen Doanh Chau, as if a beam of white light
thousands of miles through the clouds broke through the sky, fast and wonderful, the
sharpness was unmatched!Yen Doanh Chau stood in the same place without moving, his right
hand grasped the hilt of the sword, waiting for the silver spear, he couldn't hide, but even if he
wanted to hide, he couldn't escape! He can only wait, waiting for the silver spear to flood his
heart! But… but Yen Doanh Chau's sword must also stab the enemy's heart!At the moment
when the dazzling silver spear was about to pierce Yen Doanh Chau's body, suddenly there
was a flash of white lightning in the air, so fast that people didn't even realize what it was, and
then the silver spear failed. Yen Doanh Chau's figure disappeared.Such an unexpected incident
made everyone stand still in bewilderment. The white-robed sub-general still maintained his
original posture, his silver spear aimed straight at the enemy's body, but in fact he didn't hit
anything. His gaze was fixed on the tip of the spear like he couldn't believe he failed the first
time he used his full strength to launch his spear. Not only that, even who the opponent is, the
position is unknown!“Haha… Hahaha…” While everyone was dumbfounded, in the sweltering
sweltering forest suddenly heard laughter like silver bells. In a blink of an eye, all the people
here felt as if there was a cool fresh breeze passing by, the fishy taste gradually faded, the tip
of the nose seemed to be able to smell the fresh scent, again like A stream of cool ice gently
dissipates the sultry heat, the whole body is like being immersed in a cold source of water, a
feeling of coolness comes from the bottom of the heart."Interesting! Just woke up from a good
dream to be able to immediately see so many stupid heroes!”A clear sound resounded,
everyone followed the voice to look back, only to see on a tree stump three feet high outside
there was a white-robed girl leaning against a branch, a stream of long black hair hanging
straight down, in the middle of her forehead was a a crescent moon-shaped snow pearl
pierced by a chain made of black pearls, her face is extraordinarily delicate, the corners of her
mouth are slightly curved as if she is smiling sarcastically, her eyes are half open and half
closed, her face shows a smile. lazy to wake up to look at everyone.“Who are you?” Dai Hiep
asked in a high voice.“Lin An An, Lam Dai Hiep of the South? At this time, he stepped forward
again, so why did he take a step back before facing the sword wind of Yen Doanh Chau?" The
girl in white didn't answer, but asked in return, then waved her hand, an object flew up and
stopped in her hand.Everyone could see it clearly now, it turned out that in her hand was Yen
Doanh Chau, who was already in a coma, wrapped in a long white silk on his waist, thinking
about it, he knew just now that this girl had used that same white silk strip. Help
people."Miss..." Lin An'an blushed, embarrassed and couldn't stand it."Tch, tsk, this Yen Doanh
Chau is such a great hero, but now he has only half his life left by you guys, it's really pitiful!"
The whiterobed girl with one hand lifted Yen Doanh Chau up and delicately assessed, while
shaking her head in complaint, a big man over a hundred pounds was as comfortable as
carrying an ordinary child."You rotten woman, don't you want to live!" A rough sound
resounded, a strong man pushed everyone aside, his face red and his ears shouted loudly. All
of them here are famous figures of the time in different countries, so at this time, when she
scolded her for a sentence, she became a fake hero, how could she not be angry?“Rotten…
um…”The big man still wanted to open his mouth, but everyone saw the green light flash.
“Bump!” With a sound, his mouth, which was open, was covered by a piece of leaf, leaving no
gap."Your voice is so hard to hear, I don't want to hear it anymore." The white-robed girl
casually threw Yen Doanh Chau onto the tree and then brushed her hands away saying,
"Besides, your speaking tone is also very rotten, so it's best to keep your mouth



shut!""Enlarged…!"Some people wanted to laugh but were afraid of the ferocious face of that
big man, so they had to hold back.And the face of that big man was as gray as a pig's liver, his
hand pulled the leaf from his mouth, and his mouth felt hot and painful. I was both scared and
angry in my heart, but I really didn't dare to open my mouth. This white-robed girl
indiscriminately threw a piece of leaf that was able to cover her mouth enough to see that the
force had reached the stage of quoting non-floral messages[4], hurting people would
immediately die, but no matter how people take action, I will I can't see it, high and low are
divided, if it wasn't for people to take care of themselves, I would now be on the same road with
Cong Wu Do. If there is no enemy, speaking more will only bring shame, not by observing the
situation and then talking later."This lady, everyone here is not anonymous today, although the
princess' martial arts is good, her two hands are difficult to compete with four hands, she works
because she has to interfere in other people's affairs, it's better to go on the road At the same
time, I will exchange it for the lover I gave you, and it will be good to see you again another
day." Trader looks peaceful and advises.“Ha Huan – owner Ha is really knowledgeable about
business, saying a few sentences but really talking about 'reasonable', making people's hearts
hard not to move, not blaming his business. Your family's 'treasury Thien Huan' is so good."
The white-robed girl nodded to Ha Huan and said.After hearing these words, Ha Huan sighed
in relief, knowing that he had been walking around all his life, no matter how heavy or light a
person could be, he could still see eighty-nine out of ten, but this white-robed girl for him.
Faced with many of them, she could still chat happily as usual, moreover, the way she acted
was definitely not an ordinary person, so one more thing doesn't equal one less, let alone
important. The point is now Hoang Ton Lenh.“But…” At the moment when everyone sighed, the
white shirt girl's voice suddenly changed."But what?" Ha Huan still asked gently, worry in his
heart. “As long as you can make up for the loss, I will leave on my own.” The girl in the white
shirt smiled faintly."This is easy, I wonder how much you want?" Ha Huan secretly smiled, it
turned out that he was also a lover of money."I really don't want too much either." The girl in
white stretched out a small finger.“One hundred silver leaves[5]?” Ha Huan askedThe girl in
white shook her head.“A thousand silver yeep?” Ha Huan asked againThe girl in white shook
her head again."Does the lady want ten thousand silver leaves?" Ha Huan took a deep breath,
it wasn't a lion opening its mouth wide."Not so." The girl in white sighed and shook her head.
"Miss ..." Ha Huan also didn't know how much she wanted, probably couldn't want one hundred
thousand silver leaves, right?"Owner Ha is really a business man, can't you say anything else
except gold and silver?" The white-robed girl lightly wrapped a white silk band in her hand, and
everyone's hearts beat a little faster."Then please make it clear, ma'am.""Aii..." The white-
robed girl sighed, as if a little regretful because Ha Huan could not understand what she
meant, "I was originally in a nap, but in a beautiful dream, I was woken up by you, strangely. It
really doesn't matter if a dream is interrupted, isn't it, boss Ha?"Ha Huan nodded, staring at the
person with a smiling face, really didn't know what she wanted to say in the end.“The problem
is, this dream is really a once in a thousand years!” The white-robed girl suddenly retracted her
smiling face and said solemnly: "You don't know, in my dream, I was invited by the Western
Queen Mother to go up to Kunlun fairy mountain, comment on good wine, and enjoy fairy tales.
Nga singing and dancing, really satisfied. In the end, she also rewarded me with the Ngoc Ho
fairy peach, but just when I was about to receive this fairy peach, you guys rushed here to
interrupt the beautiful dream, harming me and not getting the fairy peach, do you say this is
important or not, boss Ha?""What? You rotten woman, are you kidding us?" As soon as Lam
An An heard these words, he was angry and scolded."Tsk tsk..." The white-robed girl shook
her head and looked at Lam An An, with a smile on her face, "What am I kidding with you



guys? I'm telling the truth, you have to know that peach fairy Ngoc Oh is not an ordinary item
but is counted as a gift from the gods, if you eat it, you can live forever, he said this is
something that many people forgive It's a dream, because you hurt me so I can't eat it, so this
loss is huge! That's why it's inevitable that you have to compensate me!"Could it be that the
lady wants us to give her a pearl of Ngoc Ho fairy?" Ha Huan's face suddenly changed color,
no longer showing harmony, but carrying a few deep parts."Of course!" The girl in white waved
her hand, the white silk strip in the air twirled to create a shape like a peach. "As long as you
compensate me to dig the Ngoc Ho fairy, I will make a step, be it a person or an object,
Whether it's Yen Doanh Chau or Huyen Ton Lenh has nothing to do with me.""Looks like the
young lady is already planning to meddle in other people's affairs!" Ha Huan's face turned cold,
his hands silently holding the secret weapon. "It's just that Ha Mo would like to give you one
word of sincere advice, now here are all heroes of six countries, if you interfere in this, it means
offending all six countries, the world is vast, but the time has come. It's not like she has
nowhere to hide!""Heroes of the six countries gathered here, it's really an honor!" When the girl
in white heard that, her smile became even more pure and delicate. "But I've really been a
person who has eyes but hasn't seen Thai Son, really can't see how heroic these guys are!"Ha
Huan originally thought that her words would make her a little confused no matter how strong
she was in martial arts, who would have thought that only her expression gave rise to a little bit
of interest, the rest didn't even let the hero get into his eyes. a bit."May I ask if it's the Wind
Maiden?" The white-robed sub-general, who had remained silent since the incarnation of the
white-robed girl, suddenly asked."What? Do you know me?” The white -robed girl's gaze
moved towards him as if to acknowledge that she was the "Female Knight" he had just
called.The white-robed minor general suddenly lowered his silver spear and bowed respectfully
to her: "'White robe like snow' Bach Phong Ti, everyone knows, let alone a petty person."The
words that have just been said, people are shocked! Especially Ha Huan couldn't help but feel
lucky that the secret weapon in his hand had not been released just now, otherwise… poison
sa[7] threw out the claim to return the original owner!It should be known that the most
resounding reputation in the martial arts forest currently belongs to Phong Tich and Phong Tuc,
because their names are homophonic[8] easily, so people in the martial arts base on their
clothes to identify themselves: Phong Tich called Bach Phong Tich, and Phong Tic all called
Hac Phong Tu, together calling himself Bach Phong Hac Tu. These two have been famous for
nearly ten years, becoming the number two current number two master, who thought that he
must be middle-aged, who would have thought that Bach Phong Ti would be such a young
woman!"Hehe, you don't need to have such a ceremony, if you are not satisfied with the
compensation, maybe my white silk will reach your neck." Feng Xi sat on a tree branch,
swinging his legs into a rhythm, making his body move, causing his long hair to sway slightly.
"Looking at you holding a silver spear in your hand, it must be the general Xuyen Van of the
Hei Phong country - Nham Xuyen Van, isn't it?"“It is indeed Xuyen Van.” General Nham Xuyen
Van in white really respectfully answered and asked: "Feng female Hiep is also interested in
Huyen Ton Lenh?""I have no interest in Xuan Ton Ling." Feng Xi shook his head, "It's just that
this name Yan Yingzhou is to my taste, it would be a pity to let him die like that, so I want to
take him away." Her tone is gentle and impassive, as if taking Yen Doanh Chau away is just as
easy as picking flowers and picking grass on the side of the road, the hero of the six countries
in her eyes seems to have none. weight.“Very rotten! She said that she wanted Yen Doanh
Chau, in fact, wasn't it because of the Huyen Ton Lenh block on him! This kind of excuse only
fools three-yearolds, admit it in front of you!” A bearded man heard this and opened his mouth
to scold.Obviously everyone here came for Huyen Ton Lenh, some for themselves, some for



the money ordered by others, and some to obey the king's orders. "Commanding the world",
this is really a scene of the future that fascinates people to what extent, it's just that even if you
can't command the world, is there anyone in the six countries who doesn't want to be at the top
of the world? miles of Giang Son, as long as I personally bring Huyen Ton Lenh as a gift or sell
it to a Vuong, both wealth and power will surely come endlessly!“Just opened my mouth and it
stinks!”Just listening to Phong Xi calmly let out a sentence, and then a green light flew straight
towards the bearded man. The big man saw the leaves flying in his eyes and intuitively wanted
to dodge but before he had time to move, "poop", the other leaf was glued to his mouth, and
suddenly felt an unbearable pain in his lips and teeth, pain. to the point that he wanted to call
his father to his mother, but there was no way to say it."My son can't stop thinking about Huyen
Ton Lenh, I don't know if Phong Mai Hiep can allow me to take it from Yen Doanh Chau?"
Nham Chuan Van acted as if he didn't see that, and pointed to Phong Xi and asked.“Huan Ton
Lenh? Prince Lan Ti also wishes to rule the world?" Feng Xi tilted his head and smiled as if he
didn't smile, asked lightly, but without waiting for him to answer, he continued: "It's just that this
Xuan Ton Lenh is still something that Yan Yingzhou also wanted to protect, so I think it should
be left behind. Just give it to him.""Does that mean that Phong Mai Hiep does not agree to let
Xuyen Van take it away?" Nham Chuan Van's eyes narrowed slightly, the silver spear in his
hand could not help but become tense."So what? Do you want to rob?”Phong Xi's gaze
seemed to accidentally sweep over Nham Chuan Van, still not seeing her body move, but the
white silk in her hand suddenly seemed like a human with life rising up and dancing in the air,
like a white dragon in full motion. yourself in the air. In an instant, everyone felt a sharp,
overwhelming aura hit the inside of the encirclement, making everyone unable to move. People
do not unconsciously support their efforts. However, each time the white dragon swings a little
more, the momentum is slightly increased, the foreheads of the weak public servants are
soaked with sweat, there are some people with red faces, eyes widening, gritting their teeth.
strength of resistance, in their hearts they all understand that if they are suppressed by this
aura now, even if they don't die, they will lose half their lives!Nham Chuan Van tightly gripped
the silver spear in front of him, the tip of the spear pointed straight at the white dragon's head,
his eyes did not blink, he was glued to the white silk, his whole body's strength was
concentrated in his hands, fighting with all his strength. It's just that the pressure is getting
bigger and bigger, the chest is getting more and more tight, the tip of the spear can't stand the
impulse, the finger bone at the point of the wound is already painful to the point of almost
shaking, the trembling legs are about to continue to bend down. soil…Suddenly everyone felt
that the whole body became light, the chest could finally breathe out, but immediately the
whole body felt no strength, so tired that I secretly wanted to fall to the ground and sleep.But at
the same time when the pressure was released, Nham Chuan Van felt a sweet taste in his
throat, swallowed it, knew in his heart that he had internal injuries. seems to have been very
profound! She still hasn't really taken action to stop everyone here! Fortunately, in the end, she
still took care of herself, never wanting to take her life."I want to take Yan Yingzhou away, do
you agree?" In my ear, I heard Feng Xi's gentle voice asking.In everyone's hearts, of course,
they refused, but they were frightened by her martial arts and did not dare to open their
mouths."Female Knight, please feel free." Nham Chuan Van adjusted his breathing, gathered
his silver spear and waved his hand, the five people following him immediately jumped out of
the circle and retreated to the back."How? No more stealing Xuan Ton Order?" Feng Xi looked
at him and smiled, his eyes shining as if he could see through his soul, clearly seeing his own
thoughts.Nham Xuyen Van also said with a smile: "Young Master once said, if you meet Bach
Phong Hac Tu, Prince Ngoc Vo Duyen, Prince Hoang Trieu of Hoang State, and Princess Tich



Van of Bach Phong, even if you win, you will win. If you lose or lose, just being able to return
with your whole body is already credited!""Really?" Feng Xi waved his hand, the white silk
immediately flew back into his sleeve, "How does Young Master Lan Tie judge us?""Young
master once said, only these five people are worthy to be your friend or rival." Nham Chuan
Van glanced at Phong Xi and smiled with a hint of meaning: "If another day Phong Nu Hiep has
a predestined relationship to the country of Hac Phong, the young master will certainly
welcome him ten miles away."In Dong Trieu, a ten-mile stretch of welcome is the most solemn
ceremony used to welcome and say goodbye to vassals. Although Phong Tich's martial arts
are powerful and famous, he is still a popular class that can't be compared to the crown prince
of a country that welcomes this ceremony. This word of Nham Xuyen Van is just a pompous
way of saying it."Ten miles of brocade, I'm afraid it will change into a ten-mile sword formation."
Phong Xi heard the adoration in his words but was not moved, his expression was still very
calm, "And you, if you didn't try it just now, you probably wouldn't want to 'return your whole
body' right now, right? ?”Nham Chuan Van heard that his face changed slightly, but
immediately restored his natural look. “Every day, Chuyen Van still listens to the young master
often talking about five great people who have not met with fate. Today, I had the honor of
meeting Phong Nu Hiep, of course, I would like to invite you to point out a bit, if I really offend a
bit, I hope to be tolerant.""Really?" Feng Xi coldly questioned. Suddenly, she jumped up
slightly, everyone below saw it, her face was a bit wary.Phong Xi glanced at the crowd, smiled
slightly, then looked at Nham Chuan Van, "If it weren't for your heroic intentions towards Yen
Doanh Chau just now, it would have been just with the idea of wanting to sit quietly and
observe. You have the advantage in mind, I won't just point you in a bit like that.""Xuyen Van
thanked Phong Nu Hiep for taking action." Ren Chuan Van lowered his head and said, his
hand unconsciously grasping the silver spear.“Ha ha… Having subordinates like you is enough
to see how beneficial Lan Tic is! Another day, if there is a predestined relationship, Phong Tich
will definitely personally request the teacher Lan Tic." Phong Xi picked up Yen Doanh Chau
and flew away, in a blink of an eye, he couldn't find his place, only heard a voice from afar, "I'll
only bring you here today, if you have any thoughts. If you want to get Xuan Ton Lenh, then
chase after me!"“General, just give up like that?” Seeing Phong Xi go far away, the soldiers
standing behind Xuyen Van were suspicious.Nham Chuan Van waved his hand to signal them
to stop talking: "Bai Phong Xi is not someone I can deal with, first go home, ask for the son's
instructions, and then speak.""Yes." Five people crouched down together."We go." Nham
Xuyen Van did not return to greet the others, but immediately turned around and led his
subordinates to leave.Waiting for Nham Xuyen Van to leave, everyone in the forest looked at
each other with two faces, temporarily not knowing what to do, disperse or chase.Finally, Ha
Huan waved his hand and said: "Gentlemen, Ha is one step ahead, Huyen Ton Lenh can take
it back from Bach Phong Tich's hand or not, it remains to be seen by your own luck."After that,
he turned to leave. The others saw him gone, and in an instant they also scattered in all
directions. There were only a few corpses left in the forest and two wrists of the already
comatose great Tang.—Tuyen mountain, Bach country.The color of the sky has just dawned, in
the sky still retains the light of the pale, faded moon, just the moonlight has faded a few parts,
under the first faint rays of the sun, a layer of fog is covering. Tuyen mountain stands like a
towering pen. Right now, Tuyen mountain is as calm as a painting, sometimes there is a clear
sound of birds singing in the early morning.In a cave north of Tuyen Mountain came a soft
groan from a young man lying in the cave. This young man, after letting out a soft groan, finally
opened his eyes, first glanced around, then stood up, just moving his hands shouted
pain."You're awake." A voice spoke clearly but with a hint of laziness.The boy followed the



sound and looked back and saw a girl sitting at the entrance of the cave with her back to him,
combing a stream of long black hair. Although the sky was still dark, I could still see the comb
that was running through the stream of long black hair, shining with a dark green color.“Who
are you?” The young man raised his voice to ask, just opened his mouth to say a sentence, but
found that his throat was dry, his voice was hoarse and hard to hear."Yan Doanh Chau, you
should be polite to the benefactor to save your life, right?" The girl sitting at the entrance of the
cave also turned around and walked towards him, holding a wooden comb, her long hair
hanging over her chest as if she hadn't combed it in a long time."You saved me?" Yen Doanh
Chau asked another question, then remembered the time before being stunned, Xuyen Van's
silver spear seemed to break through space, immediately thought of more important things,
couldn't help but grope behind her back. But before he could feel anything, he touched the
mouth of the wound, causing him pain for a while, then until now, he discovered that his upper
half was empty, he was not wearing anything, and the bottom was only a loincloth."Are you
looking for that one?"The girl's hand pointed to his left side, where there was a pile of dirty
cloth, on the cloth stained with dried blood. Lying next to the pile of dirty cloth, there seemed to
be a package."Don't worry, I didn't lose it and didn't touch it." This girl seemed to see through
his mind and opened her mouth to speak.Yen Doanh Chau looked up at her. At this time, I
discovered that this girl had a really delicate face, a little liberal in her eyes, and a crescent
moon-shaped snow pearl in the middle of her forehead. He was wearing a loose but
comfortable pure white dress, his long black hair was still not tied up in any way, hanging
loosely behind his back. The whole person seemed to exude an inexplicable comfort.“Bai Feng
Xi?” Yen Doanh Chau looked at the crescent-shaped snow pearl in the middle of her forehead
and asked."Not Black Wind Fury." Feng Xi laughed as he pleased, then said again, "Are the
four generals, Phong Suong Tuyet Vu of the Yellow Kingdom, not afraid of death like you? Last
night I counted a few, ignoring the old scars, there were a total of thirty-eight wounds on your
body. However, he not only did not die, but only slept for one night and then woke up. And your
current state doesn't look too bad, if you were a normal person, you would have been in a
coma for a few days even if you didn't die."“You count scars?” Yen Doanh Chau's face is really
strange, remembering her current clothes...“That's right… We all count once from top to
bottom.” Feng Xi approached step by step, put the comb in his hand, then looked at the
expression on his face with interest, "Knowing that you have so many foreign injuries, I still
have to stop the bleeding and apply medicine for you, of course. You'll see all these scars, just
a little by the way. Plus, your clothes have become such a pile of rags, so I decided to take it off
myself so it wouldn't interfere with my application."The words have not been finished yet, Yen
Doanh Chau saw the blood flowing back to his face, burning hot.“Hey! Why is your face so red?
Do you have a fever again?" Feng Xi suddenly cried out in fear, then put his hand on his
forehead to check.That cool hand just touched his forehead, Yen Doanh Chau immediately
backed away in panic, "Don't touch me!""Why?" Feng Xi tilted his head and asked, then smiled
devilishly, looked at him and said, "Doesn't your face red because you have a fever? Blushing
because of shyness? Shame because I have seen and touched the brother? Right?"As soon
as Yen Doanh Chau heard that, the blood in his whole body seemed to flow back to his face,
he looked at Phong Xi's bright smile, and after a long time, he was angry and shouted: "Are
you a girl? so?!""Ha ha..." Feng Xi suddenly let out a loud laugh without the gentleness and
quietness of a girl, but also laughed naturally and satisfactorily."Of course I'm a girl, but you've
probably never met a girl like me, have you?" Feng Xi finally stopped laughing and spoke."If all
women in the world were like you, then..." Yen Doanh Chau, who opened her mouth, suddenly
stopped. His words were hard to hear, but Feng Xi had the gift of saving his life, it was hard to



say bad words."What if it's all like me?" Feng Xi's eyes flashed with a smile, and his face also
showed a hint of brooding. "Actually, I rarely see men like you, so what do you really do when I
see you touch me? I didn't mean to watch it either, you should know that I did it to save
you."The blood color on Yen Doanh Chau's face, which had just faded a little, was now bright
red."Look, you're blushing again!" Feng Xi seemed to have discovered something unusually
interesting, exclaiming, “Could it be… Have you never been seen and touched by a girl?
Behold, the face is even redder! So I said yes! I really can't believe it, I remember that General
Liet Phong is also a famous hero, famous for such a long time, and looking at it, you are almost
thirty years old, right? And never touched a woman? That really makes no sense!”"Is Bai
Fengxi like this?" Yen Doanh Chau's face was as red as it could be compared to the pink
clouds of the dawn in the sky, it took a long time to be upset to be able to say such a
sentence."That's right, that's who I am." Feng Xi nodded, then approached him and said, "Did I
really disappoint you?"When Yen Doanh Chau saw her approaching, she immediately sat up
and stepped back, who would have thought that the person who moved had affected the whole
body."Whoa!" A scream of pain involuntarily escaped from his mouth. The wound opened, and
the blood flowed again."Don't mess around!" Phong Xi's hand stretched out to hold him back,
despite his desire to retreat, "I have to use all the healing medicine on my body to make your
blood stop, look, now the wound is cracked again. then, what a waste!”His gaze quickly looked
at his whole body, suddenly stopping at the rib where Gong Wudu's iron fan left a deep wound,
the blood that flowed out at this moment was really black."There is poison on Gong Wudu's
fan, although I helped you suck out a lot of poisonous blood yesterday, it seems that the poison
is still not over, and there is no antidote on me, what should I do?""You help me suck the
poisonous blood?" As soon as Yen Doanh Chau heard that, her face was stunned, her eyes
quickly looked over her lips, and suddenly felt like the wound on her ribs was hot like fire."If I
don't help you absorb the poison, I'm afraid you died last night." Feng Xi didn't seem to notice
his expression, turned around and walked towards the entrance of the cave. When she came
back, she held a bag of water and some wild fruits in her hand, "I'm hungry too, eat some of
these first to relieve your hunger, I'll go down the mountain to help you find some convenient
medicine to make a set of clothes for you. .”As soon as she finished speaking, she turned to
leave. Looking at her silhouette, Yen Doanh Chau suddenly exclaimed, "Wait a minute!"Feng Xi
stopped walking, turned to look at him, "Is there anything else?"“She… she… I… um… Hey…
“Yan Doanh Chau um, she didn't speak for a long time, her face was red again.“You want to
thank me? Want to tell me to be careful?" Feng Xi guessed and looked at him, only feeling
amused, "Yan Doanh Chau, how did you get to the position of General Liet Phong, with such a
difficult personality? Hey, I saved you and then watched your whole body, don't you want me to
be in charge of your purity? Do you want to repay me with your body for saving my life?""Miss!"
Yen Doanh Chau glared at Phong Xi, but didn't know how to refute her.Canh became famous
from a young age, his natural temperament was quiet, few words, serious and proper. In Hoang
country, he is the leader of the four famous generals, the crown prince trusts him very much,
his colleagues respect him very much, his subordinates are ready to give his life for him, have
you ever met a girl Probably not at all shy like Phong Xi."Ha ha... The road is General Liefeng...
It's really interesting!" Feng Xi couldn't help but laugh out loud, laughing until he folded his
waist, "Are the four generals of Fengshuang and Snow Vu all as interesting as you? Next time,
I must go to Hoang country to play once!"She laughed loudly, turned around to go to the cave
door, and when she reached the cave door, she suddenly turned her head to look at him, the
smile on her face was brighter than the rising sun, covering a patch of dim light. behind,
making Yen Doanh Chau dizzy for a moment."Yan Doanh Chau, let me tell you a little story,



is… even though you have a lot of scars on your body, your figure is still really worth seeing!
Hahaha…”After saying that, she laughed and walked away, leaving behind a red-faced Yen
Doanh Chau in the cave, wishing she could not crawl into the ground...........[1] the beginning of
autumn: about 7-8 August of the solar calendar with the meaning of the beginning of autumn[2]
1 yard = 33.33 cm[3] Three births with good fortune: refer to specialpredestinations, such as
meeting each other by chance or in unexpected circumstances and becoming soul mates.
Later people also used as a phrase for luck. See more of the origin of the idiom here[4] quote
the message of non-flower: the meaning is that martial arts come to the realm of using flowers
and leaves as weapons to kill people[5] Yin Yep: Silver Leaf (I don't understand why we don't
use gold but use silver, maybe it's just the name of the most valuable money in this story)[6]
Ngoc Ho: the common name in the story appears as dao tri, the abode of the fairies[7] Poison:
a poison called arsenopyrite, chemical formula FeAsS. FeAsS is a mineral rich in arsenic –
also known as arsenic [Oxide of trivalent arsenic]. This oxide is white, powdery, soluble in
water, very toxic. When drinking an amount of arsenic (As2O3) equal to half a grain of corn,
people can die instantly. Arsenic is a very toxic substance, 4 times more toxic than mercury.
Arsenic adversely affects the circulatory system, the nervous system. If poisoned slowly, a little
bit every day, depending on the degree of infection and the body of each person, many
diseases may appear such as: hair loss, nausea, weight loss, cancer, memory loss...[8] The
names of these two brothers and sisters in Chinese read exactly the same, but each letter in
the name is different (it's just that the Sino-Vietnamese pronunciation is different).Phong Ti:˜ÎN`–
f�6æp x�° (Feng means wind, Tich means night)Feng Ti:N0`o f�6æp x�° (Feel in prosperity, abundance;
Means in rest, peace)[9] 1 mile = 500m -> 10 miles = 5kmChapter 2: BlackWind AngryThanh
Nguyen, Bach country.The large building to the west of the citadel is the location of the famous
martial arts academy of the Bach country.Although the Han family is a martial arts family, to
have a reputation that spreads so far is not because there is someone in the family who has
the best martial arts talent, but it is because of the traditional medicine of Tu Phu and Buddha
Tam. fame in the gypsy world.Tu Fu Tan is a holy medicine to treat foreign injuries, Buddha
Mind Dan is a holy product for antidote, people in Gypsy use their lives to lick blood as karma,
at any time there is a danger of being poisoned and injured, that's why These two drugs are
the things that people in the Gypsies crave. However, these two drugs are the secret medicine
of the Han family, and of course cannot be given to outsiders easily. That's why people all over
the martial arts school are respectful of the Han family in three parts, thinking that it is possible
that one day their life is threatened, so they still have to beg the Han family to give them life-
saving medicine. .Today is the sixtieth birthday of the patriarch of the Han family, Han Huyen
Linh, and when he glanced over, he saw the carriages in front of the house lined up in endless
rows, crowded like a festival. In the garden, there were hundreds of tables of wine and bowls of
revenge. disheveled, noisy but boisterous. From the heroes of Bach to the famous people of
Nguyen, everyone rushed to wish Han the old man.“It's really exciting!”A clear voice suddenly
sounded very clear, covering the whole noisy sound here, the guests couldn't help but be
surprised to find the source of the sound and look back, suddenly seeing a girl on the eaves of
the roof. The white-robed girl leaned back, her sleeves fluttering, her hair floating, her smiling
face looking down at the guests downstairs."It's you again!"Seeing only the character who was
blessed with a long life today, Han Huyen Linh, whose face was full of pink, was sitting at the
owner's position, suddenly "swiping" stood up, wide-eyed looking at the white-robed girl sitting
on it."Yes, it's this young lady again." The girl in white smiled and replied. "Old Master Han,
today is your sixtieth birthday, this young lady also wishes you luck like Dong Hai, life like Nam
Son.""For free, as long as she does not appear in the Han family, as long as she does not



appear in the Han family, the old man will surely live like Nanshan!" Han Huyen Linh moved
from her seat to the middle of the flower garden, raised her head and pointed at the white-
robed girl, sternly and coldly said, "Bach Phong Xi, you have come many times to force people
to take my Han family's spiritual medicine, today It's a happy day that doesn't want to pursue
you, leave quickly, or don't blame the old man for being rude!""What? Is she Bai Feng Xi?""It
turns out that the famous Bach Phong Xi is really that young?!""What does Old Master Han say
that she lost her mind to take spiritual medicine?""How can a female knight with a martial arts
reputation force people to take spiritual medicine?"…Han Huyen Linh had just mentioned the
fame of the white-robed girl - Bach Phong Tich, who were standing downstairs all left their
seats and began to discuss."Old Master Han, you don't have to be so angry, you should know
that although you haven't been allowed to marry me, you have taken the medicine, but it's all
used to save people, and it's considered to be your family's replacement for the Han family.
reputation, you don't even thank me?" Feng Xi wasn't angry at all, his smile was still as pure as
before. “You… you still want to make excuses!” Han Huyen Linh said angrily, he couldn't help
but break the neck of the smiling person in front of him, only then would he be able to dispel
the hatred in his heart!Just thinking about having those medicines taken by Phong Xi makes
my heart ache. Thinking about the people in the Gypsy offering thousands of gold, it is difficult
to ask for the death of the Emperor, the Buddha's heart, but all of them were taken away by
Phong Ti, not even a penny, asked him why he couldn't feel pain. ?! However, her martial arts
are very strong, walking in the Han family is so natural, she also crosses her arms! Even
inviting a few friends to come and all lost at her hands."Who told you to keep the other
medicine in secret and hide it from anyone else, but besides your house, there is no place
where there is a Tu Fu, a Buddha Mind Dan. Although an old man like you doesn't please
others very much, his medicine is really effective when people meet and like it, used it to treat
and cure people, so that every time I take his medicine, it takes a lot of time. fast. And your
medicine is very expensive, I am very poor, I really can't buy it, so every time I come, I have to
ask not to ask and take it myself." Phong Xi sat on the roof of the house with his arms raised,
talking about understanding and reason without noticing that Han Xuan Linh's face had turned
green, smiled a little, then suddenly tilted his head forward, his expression filled with
negotiating expressions, "Otherwise you will give me a partial copy of the remedy, I will mix the
medicine myself, so you don't need to see me again." Her other leaning movement made one
worry whether she might fall to the ground soon after."I've never seen anyone as shameless as
you!" Han Xuanling shouted, "Bai Phong Xi, the old man warns you, hurry and leave, and don't
appear in my Han family again!"“How can that be!” Feng Xi stepped back from the roof and
stood up, then his toes slightly pointed down from the top of the house like a white crane flying,
soft, gentle but graceful landed in front of Han Huyen Linh, he suddenly reacted. Takes a few
steps back.Phong Xi looked at Han Huyen Linh with a smile and teasing: "This time I came
here to take medicine from you, I didn't think that you were hosting a party, I have not eaten for
a day and a night, so decided to come and worship him, convenient to eat some rice and then
go."As soon as she finished speaking, she went straight to the wine table, on the way still
nodded and smiled at the guests, as if walking in her own backyard, very normal, leisurely and
pleasant. . These guests also know how to make way for her, firstly because she is famous
throughout the world, secondly, to treat her like a junior girl, it is really embarrassing to block
her way.“People come! Get rid of me!” Han Huyen Linh was so angry that her face turned
red.As soon as his voice ended, immediately two great men came out, this is his martial artist,
all of them have tall bodies, strong limbs, fierce faces, mighty majestic, aggressive. towards
Phong Tich. And Phong Xi still hasn't sat down.The two big men's iron fists stretched out like a



hawk catching chicks, and pounced straight at Phong Tich. Phong Xi waved his left hand
arbitrarily, his sleeve immediately swung up and brushed past the two big men, only to hear a
"bang" sound, the two big men were like two pieces of wood being pushed far away, very After
a while, he still couldn't move."Ah, that's really good wine, it's really a hundred years old
wine!"As if nothing happened, holding a bottle of delicious wine in his left hand, he didn't even
use a cup, but directly poured it into his mouth, finally licking his lips and uttering two "Tch, tsk"
sounds.Then the right hand reached out again, conveniently grabbed a hock, opened his
mouth to take a bite, to be exact, a very large bite, while chewing and nodding: “Um… um…
The five flavors are all enough! The skill of this chef is really good!”When everyone saw this,
they couldn't help but think, how can such a small mouth bite such a big piece? Is such a
person really the famous Bach Phong Xi that has passed on to the world?Phong Xi was still
eating while welcoming everyone: "Gentlemen, please continue to drink and eat, this is the
sixty-year-old Han family's banquet, after eating this time, I'm not sure if there will be a next
time. again!"“Why are you cursing my father?”Suddenly, a voice with a bit of a childish tone
sounded out, and at the same time, a thirteen or fourteen year old boy jumped in and pointed
at Feng Xi with his hand.“Little boy, did I curse your father? So why don't we know that?" Feng
Xi widened his eyes, looked at the young man in front of him with a truly enchanting
expression, his voice asked vaguely, his right hand was still holding a hoof, and in his left hand
was still a chicken leg.“Why did you tell my father 'there is no next time'?” The teenager said
angrily."Young man, you really misunderstood." Feng Xi let go of the hooves and chicken feet in
his hands, walked in front of this young man, bowed down, "I don't want to curse your father for
not being able to do the next banquet, but I say, according to nature. This stingy way of your
father, I assure you, next time he will not spend money to invite so many people to
dinner."Finally, the slippery hands patted the young man's head, even though the teenager
tried to avoid left and right, he could not escape those slippery hands. Finally, still being caught
by the other hands, the feeling of a patch of grease on the head is ecstatic."Father, I'm
leaving." Suddenly seeing Han Huyen Linh step forward, protect the teenager behind her,
oppressive eyes stared at Phong Xi, "Bach Phong Xi, when it comes to martial arts, Han
Huyen Linh is really not your opponent. , because of that, you have stolen a lot of my Han
family's spiritual medicine, but today if you still want to get the medicine as easily as before, it's
really impossible!""Hmm?" Feng Xi turned his head and glanced at the new guests, "This is not
wrong, today in your house, most of them are also experts."As soon as he finished speaking,
he turned his head to look at Han Huyen Linh, smiled and said, "Old man Han, I have a friend
who is seriously injured and needs a bottle of Zi Fu and a bottle of Buddha Mind Dan. I always
go, anyway, his house still has many, so long as I don't have to take it, sweep all the interest of
the giants."The tone was leisurely, as if borrowing money from an old friend in a simple
way."Bai Phong Xi, old hero Han has been too lenient with you, if you know what to do, leave
quickly, otherwise there are so many heroes here, each one has enough trouble for you. !”
Someone jumped out, this person was short and short, thin but extremely strong, the mouse's
eyes were moving around and around incessantly."I also want to go, but first, old man Han has
to give me the medicine." Feng Xi waved his hand to block his words, as if speaking
helplessly.“Huh! Alcohol is invited not to drink but want to drink fine wine! Hero Han, today is
his big day, please stand aside and let Wei An teach you instead." As soon as the other Wei An
finished speaking, he jumped up, his hands turned into claws, and hit Phong Xi directly on the
chest.This Wei An saw Phong Xi at a young age, thinking how can gong be so high, the reason
why his reputation so far is probably exaggerated by people in the martial arts, so he relies on
his own efforts. I have also achieved eight cities and want to subdue her, if I can defeat Bach



Phong Ti here, firstly, I can make the world famous, secondly, make Han Huyen Linh happy,
maybe I can. a few bottles of spiritual medicine, this is absolutely a good thing to gain fame and
fortune!“Oh! The master of Eagle Claws Gate! Definitely beneficial!”Although Feng Xi said this
with her mouth, her expression didn't show any urgency, her body seemed to move a little at
will, it was really amazingly fast, and in an instant, she evaded the two hands in front of her
chest. , then the right sleeve was swung up, as if a naked sword slashed straight at Wei An's
wrists. Wei An realized the danger, quickly withdrew his hand and then turned his right hand to
grab Phong Xi's left shoulder, all his strength focused on this one claw, calculating that one
claw would have to be able to get one of her arms. ."You and I have no enmity, no animosity,
you can't help but have a point of being too docile, right?"Feng Xi saw this one-claw strength of
his, his brows furrowed, his body did not retreat but instead welcomed, Wei An's eagle claw
stopped at her left shoulder, Wei An just saw success, happy in his heart. excited, suddenly
shocked, this claw fell down as if grasping a pile of cotton wool, without any effort, but Phong
Xi's right hand did not know when was placed on his right hand, in In the blink of an eye, that
arm couldn't use force, two "bangs!" sounded, followed by Wei An's tragic scream,
"Ah!"Everyone saw only Phong Xi's sleeves flying, her body retreating, Wei An kneeling
forward, left hand holding right wrist, face like ashes, right wrist helplessly drooping, neck bone
hand was broken by Phong Xi.Time was no more than a blink of an eye, Wei An was defeated,
some people were scared, some people were holding resentment in their hearts."Bai Phong Xi,
you're too docile."Before he could finish his words, there were many people who did not make
an appointment to surround Phong Xi, drawing swords, swinging swords, high-fives and fists,
all of which attacked Phong Xi.Among these guests, there is no shortage of friends of Wei An,
seeing him suffer from the tragedy of breaking his wrist because of his revenge. There are
some people who defend the weak for Han Huyen Linh, and some people simply see Phong
Ti's hysteria as unsatisfactory, some people want to rely on the majority to have fun, and the
rest want to try. See if this Bach Phong Tich is really as powerful as rumored or not.Suddenly,
people were in chaos, tables and chairs were falling, knives and swords were slashed, fighting
was bustling. Phong Xi still kept the same appearance as before, full of smiles, and relaxed
demeanor. The left hand swings up to easily hit someone in the face, the right hand slaps down
to hit another person's back, when the foot goes up, a person flies out of the circle, the leg
turns around for someone to fall onto the field, while one can often hear laughter mixed with
cursing sounds.“Oh! You're too slow for one right!""Stupid! If you hit one of these palms to the
left, maybe I've already been hit."“You fool! How did I say that, but you did that!""This big
brother, your legs are so rotten, please don't reach!""Hey, brother, your arm is so hairy, it's
scary, I'm here to help you pull some out!"In the laughter and scolding, from time to time, there
were cries of pain from some people, the sound of broken dishes, the garden was really
messy.Once again, I see Phong Xi in a crowd of people who come and go freely, sometimes
hitting this person with a palm, grabbing another, or pulling this person's hair, pulling that
person's hair. The group of heroes of the Bach country here is under her hands like a bunch of
monkeys doing a circus, unable to escape, jumping out of her palm."Okay, the grease on my
hands has been dried, no more playing with you!"As soon as the words fell, a white silk strip
flew out like a flying dragon, happily dancing in the air, suddenly heard the sound "Phuh! Bag!”
sounded, those people by the way were swept to the ground one by one.“Bump!”After
everyone had fallen to the ground, Feng Xi returned the white silk to his sleeve, clapping his
hands comfortably: "Old man Han, you won't even invite heroes this time. pretty good, just
enough for me to wipe my hands.”“Bai Phong Xi, you… you…”Looking on the ground, all of
them were Bach heroes who came to wish him a long life. At this time, everyone's face and



face were bruised and fell to the ground, but Phong Tich acted as if he just wanted to wipe
away the oil. Only the fat on his hands, Han Huyen Linh was really angry and speechless!"Old
man Han doesn't need to be too angry, my actions are not too heavy." Feng Xi still had an
expression that didn't matter, "Who said they want to have a little pressure, want to win, they all
only suffered minor skin injuries, rested for about three or five years. The day is fine.”“No need
to be angry? The hand is not too heavy?" Han Huyen Linh didn't care about her identity at this
time, but shouted loudly, gritted her teeth and looked at Phong Xi, "The old man's wonderful
banquet has been completely messed up by you, you told the old man not to be angry. ?! Wei
An's arm was broken by you, how dare you say that it's not heavy?!""Old man Han, you can't
blame me for this." Phong Ti casually waved his hand gently and said, "Whoever said that you
have a set of rules, whether rich or poor, if you want to ask for medicine, you must give
thousands of gold, but I am poor and empty-handed, how can I have money to give you Okay.
If you gave me medicine to save people early, I wouldn't make a fuss, so after thinking about it
in the end, it's still your greed and stinginess!""And this Wei An, huh!" She coldly snorted, then
her eyes turned to Wei An, who was still moaning weakly, the other Wei An was swept by her
eyes, suddenly felt cold, and the moan in her mouth also stopped.Phong Xi said coldly: "The
old man at the tea shop outside the Nguyen citadel is still a bit slow anyway, not having time to
light tea in time for your hero Wei to drink, is it worth it for you to hit people? bloodshed?! Do
you have martial arts to humiliate people, are you worthy of the title of hero?! I'm here to make
you taste the feeling of being trampled on."“Good! Good! Good! Everything she said makes se
nse! Stealing people's drugs, reasonable! Disturbing people's nest, reasonable! Hurt who she
also talked about reasonable! Do you think that there is no one in this world who can cure her
Bach Phong Xi? Bai Feng Xi, are you really invincible?" Han Xuan Linh was now so angry that
his whole body was shaking, his blood and energy rose, his eyes burned with flames, his finger
pointed directly at Phong Xi, "Today, the old man invited someone to appear, there must be can
cure you!”"Huh? Who is? Which hero did you invite here?" On the contrary, when Feng Xi
heard that, his eyes were shining, and he asked with an interested expression."People come,
go to the backyard to invite Phong Tich son to come here!" Han Huyen Linh waved to one
family, and the other family immediately accepted the order to go.“Feng Xi? Black Wind News?
You invited Hei Feng Xi to deal with me, Bach Phong Xi?" As soon as Feng Xi finished
listening, her expression turned strange as she looked at Han Xuan Ling and asked.“Huh!
How? I'm scared?" Han Huyen Linh saw her expression and thought she was afraid."No, it is
not." Feng Xi shook his head, his gaze seemed to carry some sympathy, "Old man Han, how
did you invite Hei Feng Xi to come here?""The day before yesterday, Prince Phong had just
arrived at Nguyen citadel, and he did not despise him to visit Han Mo, the old man naturally
welcomed the distinguished guests." Han Xuan Linh looked directly at Phong Xi, "Bai Phong
Xi, if you have the guts, don't run away!"“Ha ha… why hide?” Feng Xi seemed to have heard
something very funny, started laughing, looked at Han Huyen Linh after laughing, as if talking
to himself, sighed, "There is such a thing as inviting gods, sending them off. god nan, old man
Han, do you know that?"“Huh! The old man thinks that it's not difficult to give him some kind of
god!" Han Xuan Ling angrily looked at Feng Xi, if the fire in his eyes could kill, Phong Xi's
bones would surely have been turned to ashes!“Aiz, even if a person is a heathen cannot be
distinguished, I don't understand how you managed to live to this day.” Feng Xi shook his head
slightly and sighed.While he was talking, suddenly two green-robed servants came in from the
outside door, both of them about fourteen or fifteen years old, clean, modest, delicate, in
addition, these two faces were identical. . Both of them held a small package in their hands.The
two servants went to the middle of the garden and immediately bowed."You two don't need to



be polite, may I ask where is Prince Feng?" Han Huyen Linh replied and said.Who would have
thought that the other two boys didn't look at him, instead turned their faces toward Phong Tich
and said in unison: "Young Master is washing his face, using the third time of water, coming a
little late. ”As soon as the two finished speaking, they turned in front of the Bach heroes and
shouted: "Get out of the way, my son is coming."The sound just ended, the two raised their
hands, saw them moving very quickly in the garden, some of the heroes of Bach stood up by
themselves, others were pushed aside by them, all the dishes were used by them. kicking feet,
using hands to collect, making the garden in an instant become neat and clean, the ground is
empty of anything.Then the space became silent. Two people, one moved to a big ironwood
chair, one brought a tea table. Next, each person unwrapped a bag, one pulled out a scythe,
and dusted the armchair with the tea table; One of them put a brocade cushion on the chair.
Then one person presented a jade bowl, the other brought out a jade vase; One of them
poured tea, still steaming hot.These moves are all extremely quick and flexible, completed in a
moment, after doing these things well, the two people left, but only a moment later they came
back, not only wearing a red and pink carpet instead. stretched a straight line to the chair, and
after they finished all the work, one on the left and the other on the right stood at attention in
front of the chair.While they were doing that, the heroes including Han Huyen Linh, all
bewildered, stupid, not knowing what was going on, Feng Xi also just watched silently, with a
smile on his face like without laughing, as if mocking but not mocking.Everyone waited for a
while but still did not see Hac Phong Tu appear, even Han Huyen Linh wanted to interject and
ask, but as soon as he saw the quiet appearance of the other two towns, the words came to his
mouth and swallowed. go back in."Wow... wah" Phong Ti yawned loudly, then his face turned
really serious, and raised his voice: "Black fox, you don't roll over here for me, I'll peel off a
layer of your skin! ”“That girl, you are always so rude.”A clear sound, like a gentle soaking wind,
comes again, like the sound of a jewel colliding, rattling like music, neither fast nor slow,
leisurely but elegant.As soon as the words finished, a young prince appeared at the garden
gate, with a white jade crown, with a black crescent moonshaped jewel on his forehead, a jet-
black robe, and a jade belt around his waist. Bright white jade, face like inlaid from fine jade,
light smile leisurely but relaxed, really leisurely attitude like stepping on clouds.*White jade
mandarin:https://lilicious14.files.wordpress.com/2011/12/images.jpg?w= 750https://
lilicious14.files.wordpress.com/2011/12/images1.jpg?w=750The heroes looked at this person
without appointment and thought together: such a person must consider white jade as a floor
tile, jade as tile, coral as a curtain hanging at the Second Palace! Only such talented people
can make the world famous, Hac Phong Tu! Only such talent is worthy of the title of "most
elegant" among the four great sons of the world, Prince Phong Tic!Unlike the other one... the
heroes without an appointment turned their heads to look at Bach Phong Ti at the same time,
suddenly seeing that person in a white shirt with long hair, like a lotus catching the wind,
graceful and graceful, with a casual look on his face. outstanding character, neither smug nor
pretentious, suddenly felt that Bach Phong Tinh was also unique like that!The young man in
black - Phong Tuc sat down on the brocade chair with a little showiness, his left hand was
slightly raised, the green-robed servant on the left offered a cup of tea and placed it in his
hand, he opened the tea lid, gently blew a cup of tea. After a while, he took a breath, tasted it,
shook his head after a while, and said, "It's too thick, Chung Ly, I'll take three less tea in the
future.""Yes! Dandy." Town on the right - Chung Ly hastily bowed his head to answer.Phong Tu
put the lid on the tea cup, the village on the left quickly took the tea cup from his hand and put
the tea table back.There were obviously hundreds of people in the garden, but it was so quiet,
all of them focused on looking at him, all felt that this young man, both his words and actions,



were very arbitrary, but also extremely beautiful. elegant, noble temperament, making people
feel good and happy as soon as they saw the scene, they couldn't bear to but dare to disturb
him.Finally, Phong Tuc's eyes also swept over everyone here, all of them suddenly felt their
chest jump "soldier" with a sound. This young man's eyes were very bright, almost because of
this one glance of his, the darkest place in his heart was immediately illuminated until
clean."Girl, we haven't seen each other for a long time." Suddenly, Feng Tic smiled and opened
his mouth to speak, his face seemed to be extremely happy, his eyes looked straight
ahead.Everyone followed his gaze and saw that Bach Phong Xi had already chosen a chair for
himself to sit on. However, compared to Phong Tuc's virtuous and elegant demeanor, her
image really has nothing to say, her body leaning on the chair, her long hair falling on the
ground, her long legs. stretched out on another chair, her eyes were closed, her face seemed
to be extremely sleepy.Hearing Phong Tuc's call, she reluctantly opened her eyes, but only
opened them like a thread, then yawned a long time, opened her arms, stretched her waist
slightly, then opened her mouth to speak. : "Black fox, every time you do these annoying things,
it's enough for me to get some sleep, what a waste of time!"Obviously neither her words nor
her actions were elegant, but somehow people who heard it didn't feel vulgar or annoyed in the
slightest, simply felt that she was doing so naturally. , with a hint of relaxation, as if she was
born with this look."Girl, a year without seeing, you still haven't made any progress." Feng Xi
looked at her sadly and said.As soon as Feng Xi heard that sentence, he suddenly sat up, the
reluctance on his face was also wiped away, his legs were slightly stretched out to rest on the
chair, and then kicked it flying towards Phong Tu, the extremely powerful flying stance brought
with it the sound of the wind, in his mouth added: "Please, I have a famous surname, stop
calling this and that girl, people who don't know think that I am your girl, being famous with you
is extremely unfortunate, if there is anything else alluded to with the fox lying to you in the
same place, that would be the most tragic thing in the world!”Phong Tic still had a leisurely
appearance, didn't even look at the chair that was flying straight to him, his right hand was
extended, the chair that was flying with that strong momentum immediately stopped in his
hand. He turned his hand to throw, and the chair immediately fell gently to the ground, not even
a sound.Everyone was watching the two of them silently nod, concluding that they couldn't do it
so lightly."Anyway, I just want to remind you, I'm afraid that if you continue like this, one day you
will forget that you are a girl." Phong Tu said elegantly, then glanced at her and shook his head
again: "If you want to be my girl, tsk tsk... with your appearance like that, it's really
impossible!""Princess Feng." Han Huyen Linh stepped forward step by step, intending to
remind the two people who were still 'conversing about housework' that he was the owner of
this place, the two of them didn't need to go to the point of 'not letting anyone in their eyes' like
that."Ah, old hero Han, what's the matter with you inviting me over?" Phong Ti turned his head
to look at Han Huyen Linh, his face showed a friendly expression, smiling gently. “Did I come to
make friends with the heroes of the White Country here?”"Young Master Feng, the event Han
had mentioned with you the other day, I don't know..." Han Huyen Linh immediately reminded
this 'gentleman'."Oh, I know." Phong Tu suddenly showed a look of awakening, "You invited me
to teach Bach Phong Tich, by the way, ask her to return all the spiritual medicines she stole
from you all these years. , if you don't pay, you have to compensate with gold leaf of equivalent
value!"“Ha ha……” Upon hearing this, Feng Xi burst out laughing, “I have already used up the
medicine, and I don't even have a bite of the golden leaf, old man Han, your calculation seems
to have failed.”"So what to do now, old hero Han?" After hearing that, Phong Ti looked
awkwardly at Han Huyen Linh."It's also simple, as long as she directly apologizes to me,
leaving her hands, then everything will be cleared up!" Han Huyen Linh looked at Phong Xi, his



eyes flashed with resentment, he really hated her for taking his poisoned spirit medicine and
taking it everywhere to trick people into giving alms, but also did it on an important day like
today. he lost face."Oh! How cruel!” Feng Xi raised her hands, looked at her once, and then
immediately brought her white hands to Phong Tu's face and asked, "Black fox, do you want to
cut my hand off?"“Aizz!” Feng Tie look ed at the hands in front of his eyes and suddenly
sighed, as if he really didn't know what to do, "Why is my life so unhappy, knowing a disaster elf
like you!"Then he stood up and bowed low to Han Huyen Linh. "Afraid! Afraid!" Han Huyen Linh
hastily responded, not understanding why he made such a ceremony to him."Hero Han, can I
be here instead of her to apologise?" Feng Tic peacefully had a ceremony to say, his
expression was completely sincere, "Although she tried to steal the spiritual medicine from
your house, she also used it to save people, not for her own benefit, even if it was for Han to
accumulate more goodwill. Virtue, wouldn't it be better to ask Han old hero to be generous,
forgive her youngster's ignorance?"“This… she……” Han Xuan Ling stamme red, unable to
speak, he didn't dare to openly reject Hei Feng Xi, but it was really difficult to forgive Bach
Phong Xi like that. .“As for the drugs she took away, the hero calculates how much is the
equivalent, can I pay for her instead?” Phong Tu continued to speak.As soon as the words
ended, Han Huyen Linh's heart was also shaken, you must also know that he is not too
dishonest as a human, but he loves money very much, that's why he set up the rules for
wanting medicine to be offered. thousand gold.Feng Tic observed his expression and also
knew that his mind was shaken, so he turned to look at the others standing in the garden: "Just
now, she won a match with the heroes, because of you too. She was born with a love of joking
and making fun of the heroes, and asking the heroes to be lenient and generous with her, I will
also apologize to you on her behalf." After saying that, he bowed once more.This behavior of
his was really beyond everyone's expectations, at first everyone thought of a difficult time when
Bach Phong Hac Tuc had a hundred-year war, who would have thought that he alone would
bear it for her.Everyone in the garden hastily completed the ceremony, must also know that in
this world, how many people can the person who is honored by him - the great comrade of the
world? Everyone just felt that their faces were fresher, the resentment in their hearts
disappeared, and everyone who spoke said: "Young Master doesn't need to be polite. How can
we blame the female feng shui?"In everyone's heart, they couldn't help thinking, this is the style
of the great knight! But I don't know what the relationship of Bach Phong Hac Tu is in the end?
Why did he have to offer gold instead of her to apologize? Seeing that the two of them were
neither friends nor enemies.Faced with Phong Tic's this and that, Phong Ti seemed to feel
completely normal and didn't care, a slight smile appeared on his face that was difficult to
understand."If all of you here have generously ignored me, today I will prepare a hundred jars
of delicious wine at the Thuy Tien floor in the city and get drunk with the heroes, how do you
feel?" Phong Tu spoke again.As soon as the words were said, everyone was excited, everyone
was extremely excited.Suddenly, a great man parted the crowd and walked out, holding his
hand and said to Phong Tuc, "We are only anonymous people, but today we have the honor to
see Bach Phong Hac Tu, we can also be young masters. Let's get drunk, really honored three
lifetimes! Drink party at Tuy Tien floor today, please allow me to do something proud, let me
show my face as the owner, invite you and the heroes to get drunk!""OK!" Hundreds of mouths
said in unison: "Please respect your face!""OK! So, being respectful is not the same as obeying
orders."Phong Ti smiled to accept, when he turned his head, he saw a slight smile on Phong
Xi's face, the four eyes met and exchanged a glance of mutual understanding.Phong Xi
immediately turned around, his slender finger pointed at the two lieutenants: "On the other or
on you?"The two attendants pointed at by Phong Ti couldn't help but turn to look at Phong Ti,



Phong Tu smiled softly and said, "Zhong Yuan, give it to her."Town Hall on the left - Chung Vien
took out a three-inch [~10 cm] ironwood box from the inside and gave it to Phong Tich.Phong
Xi held the box in his hand, opened it up, and for a moment everyone in the garden felt dazzled
by jade, but in the other box there was a pearl as big as a thumb, a willow tree made of gold,
Mountains carved from onyx, red coral make Buddha's hand, green quartz creates a complete
hand block... each and every thing is an extremely sophisticated treasure.Everyone didn't have
time to see clearly, Phong Xi "clicked" to close the box again, then walked in front of Han Xuan
Ling: "Old man Han, the value of the item in this box is not less than 100,000 gold, if I'd have
enough money to buy back the medicine that I took from you before, otherwise today you give
me one more bottle of Tu Phu Canopy, a bottle of Buddha Mind Dan."“This… all of this is for
the old man?” Han Huyen Linh widened her eyes at the box, looked at Phong Xi and then back
at Phong Tu, becoming uncertain, even though his house is also a rich family, in an instant,
many strange treasures were given. It was unbelievable to come in front of him like that.“Those
are the same things that I pay for the previous potion on her behalf, can I ask the hero to take it
and give her two more potions?” Feng Xi smiled and nodded.“It is possible… Of course it is
possible!” Han Huyen Linh nodded repeatedly, quickly accepting the box from Phong Xi's hand,
her hand slightly shaking."Then let's go get some medicine." Feng Xi smiled, then a figure
flashed, her figure disappeared in the garden."YES." Han Huyen Linh nodded and replied,
thinking of something for a moment, she jumped up and shouted loudly, "Wait a minute! Bai
Feng Xi, wait a minute! Oh my god…… my medicine…… got robbed again!”Seeing him hurry
to chase after Phong Xi, from afar, the pained voice could still be heard.Chapter 3: A
Dreamless Nightof Tuyen SonMountainNorth Peak, Tuyen Mountain.Seeing that the cave was
empty, Phong Xi suddenly let go of his hand, causing the man's clothes to fall to the
ground.Did he not wait for her? So seriously injured but still walking on her own, not waiting for
her to get the medicine back?! “What a stupid person!”Phong Xi whispered scolding and
walked towards the cave door, suddenly finding that outside the cave door was surrounded by
many people."Bai Phong Xi, hand over Xuan Ton Leng!"The lyrics are the same, only that he
himself has become the target, Phong Xi smiles a little sarcastically."I don't have anything
called Huyen Ton Lenh, you should leave quickly to avoid making me angry!"Phong Ti glanced
at the crowd indifferently, there were some people he had never seen before, there were some
people he had met at the foot of Tuyen mountain, counting over and over again, there must be
one or two hundred people. determined. Can a Huyen Ton Order really help people command
the world? Paranoia!“Say fart! She saved Yen Doanh Chau, at that time he was still
unconscious, if she wanted to marry Huyen Ton Lenh, it was really easy! How dare you say
you don't have one?!" A great man dressed in jute cloth shouted.As soon as he finished
speaking, he suddenly saw flowers, then his neck was tightened, breathing became difficult,
and when he lowered his head, he saw a white silk band wrapped around his neck.“You… you
cough… let go… let me go… let go! Cough cough ..." The big man in the jute shirt shouted
intermittently, his face was red, his mouth was open, he tried to cough, his hands used to pull
the white silk from his neck, but the more he pulled, the tighter he got.“Huh! As I said, I don't
take Huyen Ton Lenh, which means I don't take it! Have I, Bach Phong Xi ever lied? I'm not
that black fox!" Feng Xi said coldly, right after that she withdrew her hand, and the white silk
opened and let go of the guy.The big man hastily took a breath of air, feeling like taking a life
back from the hand of the King of Hell."Female Knight, if Huyen Ton Lenh is not in your hands,
then please tell us where Yen Doanh Chau is." A man in his thirties, with a dignified face, and a
righteous face said."Who are you?" Feng Xi looked at him intently and asked."In the lower
Linghu Ju of the South, serving the Southern King's orders to bring Huyen Ton Lenh back to



the imperial capital, so that the situation of the world's conflict could be stabilized." Command
Ho Cu hugged his hand and replied. "Please rest assured, I just want to marry Huyen Ton
Lenh, determined not to hurt people."“Stabilize the division between good and bad? What a
dignified speech!” Feng Xi smiled sarcastically, raised his head to look at the blue sky, sighed,
"Lan Ho Ju of the South is originally a man with a great reputation, you can't believe it, he's just
your Southern King... Ha ha... Free!”"If the female knight believes in Linghu Ju, please indicate
where Yen Doanh Chau lives.""I don't know where he went either." Feng Xi shook his head and
said, "If you find him, don't forget to let me know, I still want to peel off a layer of his skin!" The
last word, she said through gritted teeth."Lieutenant Hu, don't be fooled by her!" A fat man, full
of flesh stepped forward, his tall body made Linghu Ju become extremely short, who was only
half the size of the other guy."Yes, don't be fooled by her, maybe she is hiding Yen Doanh
Chau, maybe Huyen Ton Lenh is already in her hands." One by one, everyone opened their
mouths to guess."Shut!" Linghu Ju suddenly shouted, "Bach Phong Tich has not been
unrighteous since his ordination until now. He is definitely not a petty person like in your words,
how can you let people humiliate you like this? position!""What?" Feng Xi couldn't help but turn
to look at Linghu Ju, subtly reassessing him.It should be known that, although she has the
name of chivalry, her natural temperament is free and liberal, depending on her work, claiming
to be a gentleman and a gentleman, it is a bit shameless. Some people are afraid of her, some
people despise her, some people shun her... But the number of people who like her is very few,
it is difficult for someone to respect her like that, especially the kind of person who knows that
he is a gentleman like this at first glance. , how could she not be surprised."Why are you so
sure that I'm a female knight and not a villain?" Feng Xi looked like he was smiling as if he was
not smiling as he looked at Linghu Ju.“I know.” Linghu Ju also didn't say much, simply nodded,
"If the female hero doesn't know where Yen Doanh Chau is now, then I apologize," then he
waved his hand, "The road heroes of the country. Nam, everyone, if you still recognize my lord,
then please follow me and leave!"As soon as he finished speaking, he folded his hands and
bowed to Phong Tich, then turned and walked away, with about twenty or thirty people
following him to leave.Witnessing Linghu Ju's departure, Feng Xi turned his head to look at
them still in this place, with a cold smile on his face: "Are you sure you have to force me to
declare the precepts? I am not a good man or a woman, Bach Phong Xi, my hands are not
bloody!"The sound just ended, white silk suddenly wrapped around her body, like a white
dragon flying. In an instant, an intense killing intent hit everyone, and cold aura leaked out from
the depths of their hearts. Everyone involuntarily moved their entire body, eyes glued to Feng
Xi, for fear that she would suddenly make a move.Even a person who has gone more than
three feet (10m) like Linghu Ju can feel the aura, reflexively put his hand on the hilt of the
sword at his waist, then suddenly let go of his hand as if realizing something, then He took a
deep breath and quickly left. It's just that I don't know if that sigh is because of Bach Phong Xi
or because of these geniuses?The white silk suddenly fell gently, Phong Xi's hand slowly
recovered the white silk little by little, opening his mouth to say: "You guys go away, I don't want
to see blood." There was a look of displeasure on his face.Everyone swallowed their saliva
involuntarily, just remembering the strong momentum and suddenly scared, but still wanted to
have Huyen Ton Lenh, so they couldn't bear to leave like that.During the struggle, suddenly
Bach Phong Xi frowned slightly, tilted his ear to listen, his eyes suddenly flashed, his body flew
up like lightning passing in front of everyone, until everyone recovered their spirits. was
nowhere to be seen.On the North Peak, Feng Xi stood upright in the wind, lowering his head to
clearly see the whole situation under the mountain.On the western slopes of Tuyen mountain,
soldiers appeared as numerous as ants, and as soon as they saw the clothes, they



immediately recognized that they were the guards of the Bach country. To the south of Tuyen
mountain, in the forest, sometimes two or three black shadows appear, acting strong and agile.
At first glance, you can tell that a martial arts master is extremely good. In the north of Tuyen
mountain, there are heroes of different costumes. As for the East, she could see nothing, hear
no movement, but her intuition told her that it was the most dangerous place!"One piece of
Huyen Ton Order can lead so many people!" Feng Xi sighed.She raised her head to look at the
sky, the sun had already turned to the west, the red afternoon covered the whole space with a
beautiful patch, the green Tuyen mountain was also dyed with a beautiful dim light, entering the
interior. The eyes of heaven and earth at this moment are incomparably beautiful, but this
beauty is a beauty that makes people feel heavy in their hearts, carrying a little sadness that
can't be dissipated.“The sunset is very beautiful, it is almost sunset.”The wind blew his sleeves,
his long hair fluttered in the air, and a rare layer of sadness appeared on Feng Xi's face."Yan
Doanh Chau, are you dead or still alive?"She knew that with her own bravery, wanting to avoid
the people who were searching the mountains to go down the mountain was absolutely no
problem, but what about Yen Doanh Chau? Having suffered such a severe injury, he absolutely
could not leave Tuyen Mountain, but so many people were looking for him, where could he
hide? How long can you escape?Feng Xi finally glanced at the setting sun once more, then
stepped down the mountain step by step.Lau Tuy Tien, Nguyen citadelBy the time the sun went
down, this wine hall was unusually bustling, just because the famous Hac Phong Tu appeared,
he said he wanted to get drunk with the heroes of Bach. That's why, not only those who came
to wish the old man Han long life came here, but others who had respected the great name
Phong Tuc for a long time, even though they were not invited, also attended by themselves,
wanting to admire the son's outstanding demeanor. Phong Tuc!People respect us to drink, tear
goats and buffaloes, fight with wine to cheer, everyone drinks to death and comes back to
life.And Phong Tuc has the ability to drink a thousand cups without getting drunk. Whenever
someone respects wine, he will drink it all in one gulp.Drink until night falls, everyone is drunk,
some people lie on the table, some people fall on the ground, no one is awake."Arrive! Drink
again! Let's have fun cooking goats and buffaloes, waiting for a meeting to drink three hundred
cups! It's not even three hundred cups yet, everyone get up and continue drinking!" In the
upstairs, only the echo of Phong Tuc's singing was heard, there was no response, but there
were many snoring sounds.“Aizz, why are you so useless?” Phong Tuc saw that no one
responded, he brushed his hand and stood up very elegantly, his handsome face did not have
a bit of alcohol, but his eyes were probably slightly tinged with alcohol, now transparent and
brighter than the sky. star."Young Master, the letter is coming." Chung Ly went inside and gave
him an envelope.Phong Tu took it, glanced at it, a satisfied smile appeared on his
face.Glancing at everyone drunk on the floor, Feng Tie smiled softly and said: "If all the heroes
are drunk, I will say goodbye." Stepping out of Tuy Tien floor, a cold wind blew in my face,
raised my head to look at the sky, the moon was dim, the stars were sparse."The moon and
stars tonight don't seem to be as beautiful as last night." He let go of a sentence, then clasped
his hands and walked away, Chung Ly and Chung Vien followed closely behind and did not
leave.To the south of Tuyen Mountain, Phong Tich walked through the woods quietly, without a
sound, like a faint trail of white smoke, passing in an instant, so fast that people could not even
see clearly and had lost his trace.Suddenly, there was a very faint sound of gasping, like the
gasps of a wounded wild animal, and Feng Xi immediately stopped, turned his ear to listen, but
did not hear it again.The forest at night becomes even darker, in the random space there is a
pale light passing through, a gentle wind blows, the sound of leaves rustling on the floor,
besides that, everything is a patch of gloom and stillness. .Feng Xi stood still, waiting



quietly.Finally, there was a soft breathing sound, she quickly flew to the source of the sound, a
sword light flashed, and stabbed straight at her, she was already on guard, white silk flew out.
In the blink of an eye she caught the sword, and the next she smelled fresh blood around the
tip of her nose.“Yen Doanh Chau?” She called out in a low voice, the white silk let go of her
sword and flew back into her sleeve."Female Knight?" The hoarse voice resounded, the sword
light retracted.Leaning on the faint starlight, relying on the good eyesight of a martial arts
practitioner, Feng Xi saw Yen Doanh Chau half kneeling on the ground, she quickly bent down
and squatted down, and again observed that his face was covered with a lot of sweat. The
smell was the size of a pea, his face was as pale as paper, and his lips had turned purple and
blue."The injury is worse."Phong Xi sighed in a low voice, then quickly took out the medicine
from his body, gave him two Buddha Mind Dan pills, and then put his hand on his ribs, where
his hand touched only felt wet, no need. You can see that there must be black blood on his
hands. Her heart bounced without much hesitation, tore off the piece of her shirt on her side,
poured out another Buddha Mind Dan, crushed it, and sprinkled more Zifu on the wound, then
continued to untie the belt. his side, bandaged the wound."Take off your clothes, I'll help you
apply medicine to the other wounds." Feng Xi calmly ordered.At this time, Yen Doanh Chau
was not shy, extremely cooperative in taking off her clothes."Ha ha..." Feng Xi seemed to think
of something, smiled slightly, "I thought you would go without wearing anything, who would
have thought you would wear clothes, where did you get it?""Kill someone and take it." Yen
Doanh Chau replied softly, suddenly "rubbing" a breath of cold air, just because the clothes
and the wound were stuck together, even though it was necessary to carefully peel it off, the
pain was still unbearable."Deserved." Feng Xi scolded him in a low voice, but his hand strength
was also as gentle as possible, carefully helping him undress to avoid touching the wound on
his side, "Why don't you wait for me to return?"Yen Doanh Chau did not answer, but in the dark,
those eyes suddenly flashed a light and glanced at Phong Xi.“Am I, Bai Feng Xi, a person
afraid of getting involved?” Feng Xi coldly snorted, quickly taking out the Zifu canopy.Yen
Doanh Chau still did not reveal her teeth.Immediately after that, the two people did not bother
to repeat, one focused on applying medicine, the other coordinated.But… in the first time of
applying the medicine, a person was in a coma, a person who was focused on saving people,
had no other evil thoughts in his heart, did not at all expect that this was a kind of closeness to
the skin. between men and women.But at this moment, the two of them were very awake, in
the dark the two leaned too close, hot breath blowing on their necks. One feels a pair of cool,
soft hands running along the body, feeling moved, extremely comfortable! A person feels under
his hands are toned muscles, a person is full of strong vitality, wounds no longer feel scary and
ugly, on the contrary, it makes people's hearts soften! There was a magical feeling in the hearts
of both of them, clearly aware that the other was a man (woman) completely unlike themselves.
A kind of murky and humid air surrounded the two of them making their faces red and hot, their
hearts beating like drums! The feeling at this moment is something they have never
experienced in this life.After applying the medicine, one person quietly put on clothes, another
person sat quietly on one side, neither of them spoke a word, both seemed to be thinking
about something, and both felt it in their hearts. The two sides seem to have a feeling
ofdisagreement.Suddenly, both of them were on alert, something dangerous was approaching,
without appointment, they pulled each other's hands together, holding each other tightly.A
blade of light like snow slashed down on them, and the two of them retreated at the same time
to dodge. Then a white silk band flew out, a Thanh Phong blade stabbed in, welcoming the
people in black clothes flying down from the sky.All the people in black were first-class masters
that couldn't be compared with the geniuses of the golden and brass countries that were



confused during the day. This group of people consisted of ten people in total, of which four
intercepted and attacked Yen Doanh Chau, while the other six all surrounded Phong Xi, all
holding the Doan Soul knife in their hands, exquisite blade techniques, manual calculation, one
could tell by looking. They all come from the same sect, practice regularly, and work together
extremely well.Phong Xi dealt with six people with no effort, still having skills and abilities as
before.But Yen Doanh Chau is in an extremely dangerous situation, with the martial arts of
these black men, if they fight alone, they will not be his opponents, but their martial arts are not
too far behind. , at this time, the four of them joined forces to attack, he had to really do his
best, not to mention he was already seriously injured, his gong and spirit were greatly
weakened, so in an instant on his body Two more wounds appeared.Feng Xi glanced at him,
his brows furrowed, and he immediately exerted all his strength, suddenly seeing white silk fly
up, sometimes like a sharp sword that can't be stopped, sometimes like a long whip. The
patience came involuntarily, sometimes like a big knife sweeping thousands of troops... like
heavy rain and crazy wind ambushing six people.The attack position of the other six was
immediately disturbed, and could only defend. Feng Xi did not give them a chance to relax,
white silk suddenly surrounded the three people on the left, those three reflexively jumped
back to avoid the spearhead. While they jumped to dodge, Phong Xi flew up, opened her left
hand into a palm to hit the three people on the right, those three quickly waved their knives to
meet the enemy, who would have thought that her left palm suddenly turned into a knife,
dashing as fast as lightning pierced the hand holding the knife, three "Pump-pump" sounds
were heard, the other three were slashed in the right shoulder, the big knife in the hand fell to
the ground.Feng Xi took a favorable blow but still did not stop, his body rotated in midair and
flew towards the three people to the left, the other three's great knives swung, the glare of the
blade woven into a wall of blades. Phong Xi's white silk turned into a white rainbow and hit the
wall, the sound of "bang bang bang" resounded, and the three sturdy big knives were cut and
broken. The other three still hadn't recovered, Feng Xi had already come in front of him, his left
hand was swinging, his small finger like orchids pointed directly at their chests, all of them fell
to the ground.Feng Xi is good on this side, and Yan Yingzhou on the other side is a little
nervous. The other four saw that his sword stance was getting weaker and weaker and
increased in attack, the four great blades woven into a rain of blades that surrounded him so he
couldn't dodge anywhere. During the chaos, his back was hit by a knife, the package on his
back was severed, fell to the ground, the box in the pocket popped open to reveal a jet-black
mass.The other four people just saw the object fall out of the box, leaving without an
appointment, Yen Doanh Chau flew towards the other object, Yen Doanh Chau saw this,
suddenly became very nervous, shouted loudly, and also flew with him. .Feng Xi had just
repelled the other six when he heard Yan Yingzhou's loud scream, turned his head and saw
that they were all flying towards the wooden box. She immediately waved her hand, the white
silk flew out quickly and rolled the other thing back, her hand retracted, the white silk returned,
her left hand opened, the object was in her hand, it felt cold, it was Huyen Ton Lenh that people
want.Yen Doanh Chau saw that Phong Xi could not help but shouted: "Don't!" The sound of
panic.After Phong Tich received Huyen Ton Lenh, he quickly dashed towards Yen Doanh
Chau, seeing that he was so scared, just thinking that he was afraid of being robbed, he
reassured him: "Don't worry, don't throw yours."Yen Doanh Chau saw Phong Xi land next to her
and immediately picked up the package on the ground, took Phong Ti's hand, and softly
shouted: "Let go of it!"Feng Xi saw that he was paying such attention to this matter, was really
a little disappointed, gently let go of his hand, put it on top of the package, and said, "I won't
rob Xuansun Ling from you!"While speaking, the right hand was not idle, the white silk brought



a powerful attack to the four people who were flying in the air, the four people could not dodge,
all of them were knocked down by the white silk. land neatly.Yen Doanh Chau at that time
immediately grabbed Phong Xi's left wrist tightly, his hand continuously pointed acupressure
points on her left wrist, then looked up at Phong Xi and said worriedly: "You need to take a few
pills quickly. medicine!"At this time, Phong Xi discovered that his left arm had completely turned
purple, and the purple color was still spreading along the arm, although Yen Doanh Chau had
applied acupuncture points, but it was a bit slow. little. She immediately understood that there
was poison on the other item, and the moment she touched it, she was poisoned. She took the
Buddha Mind Pill out of her body without delay and swallowed both pills.The other ten, after
retreating to recuperate, surrounded the two of them all at once.Yen Doanh Chau grabbed her
right hand, pulled her to fly back and ran away. At this time, the two of them, a loved one was
seriously injured, the other was poisoned, unable to fight the combination of the other ten.
Moreover, behind the back of the other ten, who knows how many others there are.Yen Doanh
Chau pulled Phong Xi to run very fast, at first Phong Ti could still keep up with him, but later
on, she felt that her whole body's strength was gradually being withdrawn, her body was
getting weaker and weaker, her head was getting worse and worse. The heavier it is, the more
the chest feels like it is pressed by something, the breathing is not clear, the steps are also
slow.As for Yen Doanh Chau who was injured, now he was injured even more, his mental and
physical strength was soon exhausted, and he ran fiercely, in a moment, mentally tired,
exhausted, suddenly staggered, two people simultaneously fell to the ground."You go by
yourself."Phong Xi's thin voice resounded, and his eyes were a little dreamy. At this time, I don't
even have the strength to talk, I can't help but laugh at myself, often laugh and kill people, but
sometimes I cross my arms and die like today?Yen Doanh Chau glanced at her, that one
glance seemed to pierce her soul, making her a little more awake. His eyes blinked back at
him, discovering that the sweaty face was extremely handsome, his eyes were really stubborn
and determined.�ò crawled up, hugged her with all his might and continued to run forward, just
really slow, but behind him, the footsteps of the pursuers could be heard.“Stupid, why should
we die together? It's good to be able to live for one person."Feng Xi mumbled and scolded, she
knew that Yen Doanh Chau, even if she intended to die, would not let her go. Such a man….
Aizz……Suddenly felt that Yen Doanh Chau's body stopped for a moment and stopped
running. Looking up, there was no road ahead, but a rather steep mountainside, and the two of
them were standing at the top of that ridge."Feng Xi, let's bet together! Victory means survival!
If you lose, you will die together! Is she willing or not?" Yen Doanh Chau lowered her head to
ask her, her arms hugging her alsounconsciously tightened."OK." Feng Xi calmly replied, then
laughed again, "When he died, General Liet Phong was buried, in fact, this is a very valuable
thing."Yen Doanh Chau suddenly looked down at her, the two of them leaned so close, their
breaths on each other's faces, their lips were so close together that Feng Xi couldn't help
thinking: This rock seems to want to. kiss me right?But without, Yen Doanh Chau's eyes were
quieter than the dark night, brighter than the cold starry night, staring at her without blinking,
there was something special hidden in her eyes, then again Sighing softly: "If I can die with
Phong Xi in the same place, I won't waste it even if I die!"As soon as he finished speaking, he
immediately hugged Feng Xi and rolled down the mountainside. As he rolled down, Feng Xi
could feel his body hitting the ground, which was shocking, accompanied by a bit of pain, but it
wasn't violent. Her whole body from head to toe is covered by Yen Doanh Chau in her chest, all
collisions and pain are partially reduced by him, her body does not hurt, but this pain falls
straight into the heart. her heart.This was the first time a man had protected her.She has been
famous since she was a teenager, from the moment she debuted until now, except for a Black



Wind, there is no one to rival, of course, she has never needed a protector, and until now, there
is no one. who wants to protect Bach Phong Tich - the first and second martial arts in the
Gypsy. But at this moment, Yen Doanh Chau's actions suddenly crept into her heart, making
her emotional, making her heart beat strangely fast for some reason.She lay peacefully in his
lap, feeling the vastness of a man's chest, silently enjoying this warm protection, then……
slowly…… slowly every thought thought. gradually leaving her… will die? Is this what it feels
like to die? Actually, it's not scary, on the contrary, there is a faint, warm sweetness that flows in
the heart!—At first glance in the dark night, Tuyen mountain is extremely quiet, it's just that
through a dark layer in the forest, sometimes there are a few black shadows passing by, the
light of the sword and the fire flashes, mixed with a few whispers of conversation. , or two or
three pitiful cries.At the foot of Tuyen mountain, in the dark night suddenly appeared a
communal house built from burlap, there were three people in the communal house at this
time, in the middle of the communal house there was a handsome black robed prince sitting on
a very large chair. is Hac Phong Tuc, both sides have Chung Ly and Chung Vien standing to
serve.Phong Tic raised his head to look at the sky, a waning moon was hanging in the middle
of the black sky."Chung Ly, spread the news." Phong Tu suddenly gave orders
indifferently."Yes, prince."Chung Ly stooped to answer, turned around and walked out of the
communal house, waved his hand, an object flew out, a ray of light emitted from the air, and in
the blink of an eye, it went out.A moment later, four rays of light suddenly appeared in the sky,
all of them flashing and disappearing, but enough for anyone with a mind to see clearly.Phong
Tu waited for the light to go out, then lifted the tea cup, opened the lid, and bowed his head to
enjoy the tea aroma, tasted a little, then nodded and said: "Tea leaves are not much nor less,
time to brew. The tea is just enough, the taste is protein but the bar, the bitter taste is first and
then the sweet, not hot, not acrid, that's the good tea.""Young Master, Miss Xi is still on the
mountain." Zhong Yuan suddenly said."With her bravery, she can safely descend the mountain
by herself." Feng Xi didn't notice, held out the tea cup, and Zhong Yuan immediately accepted
it."If she can't break the battle... that's not even worthy of Bach Phong Xi being famous with
me!" Phong Tuc raised his head to look up at the starry sky, sometimes there were a few stars
shining very brightly.To the north of Tuyen mountain flashed the light of several lights.The
martial arts masters who spent an extra day and midnight searching the mountains are now
both tired and hungry, everyone is dressed in drenched clothes, with a tired look."It's mother,
where is Yen Doanh Chau hidden?" Someone was angry."That's right, Lao Tzu is tired all day,
not eating or drinking is all caused by this damn Yen Yingzhou!" An assistant said.“There is
also that Bach Phong Xi! If it weren't for her, Huyen Ton Lenh would have been in our hands!"
There are people who are angry at cats and dogs.“That's right! That rotten woman really likes
to poke her nose into other people's business! If one day I fall into Lao Tzu's hands, I will
definitely cut her into eighteen pieces, so that I can solve the hatred in my heart!" Some people
gritted their teeth and spoke.“Ha Dai Hiep, do you think we should go down the mountain first?
Today is so unlucky, it seems that it is impossible to find, not equal to spiritual maintenance,
tomorrow bring dry food and we will come back?" Someone suggested saying"Makes sense."
Someone also continued, "After we go down the mountain, we will send people to block the
way out, as long as Yen Doanh Chau comes down the mountain, we will of course catch
him."The person who is called Ha Dai Hiep is Ha Huan, Thien Huan in the Dong Trieu area
where there are divisions, extremely large forces, plus he himself has a high martial arts ability,
naturally becoming the leader. of these people.Ha Huan observed that everyone's faces
showed an unbearable fatigue, but he himself really missed the hot food and warm blankets, so
he immediately nodded in agreement. He said: "Fine, we'll go down the mountain today and



then come back up tomorrow, I believe that even if Yen Doanh Chau escapes, he can't
escape."Immediately after, a group of people left their feet and walked down the
mountain.Going down the mountain is always much easier and faster than going up the
mountain, all the people here are full of martial arts, flexible movements, and are also attracted
by the delicious meat and fragrant wine below, so these people are all Walking like flying, very
quickly reached the foot of the mountain, saw the bright light ahead, wanted to return soon.Just
keep going forward and find out that you can't get out no matter how you go, back and forth,
but you can only go around in one place. The firelight ahead still had the same distance as
before, at first glance it seemed so close, but it seemed so far away.“Evil sect! Why are we all
walking around in this place?” Someone said loudly.“Did the devil build a wall to block the
way?” Someone cried out in fear.As soon as these words were said, everyone suddenly felt
cold and gloomy around them, as if there were countless ghost images hitting them, a
mountain wind blew, extinguishing all the torches in their hands. Everyone, all four sides fell
into a dark patch."Mommy! Devil!" Someone cried out in panic."Oh man! There are demons!
Help!"“Don't arrest me! Stay away!""Help! Help…""Get out! Those demons! I will kill you!"“Oh…
Demons kill people!”For a moment, the ordinary people who still claim to be heroes, each and
every one of them ran for their lives, panicked, and swung their knives at the demon images.In
the dark, only the dim moon and stars hanging in the sky witnessed, those people were killing
each other, their flesh and blood rained on the ground under their feet, the broken bones piled
up... Finally the screams Fear and ferocious screams all stopped, and the foothill at the North
peak of Tuyen mountain became quiet again.A mile away (500m), a few lights flickered dimly in
the middle of the night, as if waiting for the return of a traveler.Feng Xi woke up in the middle of
a pain, opened his eyes and found himself in a cave, a torch emitting a faint faint light.Looking
down, he discovered that his left hand was cut, opened a wound, and Yen Doanh Chau was
burying his head in her left arm, using internal force to suck poison for her, but the blood was
flowing on the ground. the is purple!"Do not!"Feng Xi cried out only to find out that her voice
was lower than a kitten's meowing, and wanted to stop him but realized that she couldn't move!
What poison is this? Why is it so beneficial?Finally, Yen Doanh Chau also stopped sucking
poison, took out a Buddha Heart pill from her body, crushed it, and applied it to the wound on
her left hand, then tore a few pieces on her sleeve to bandage it. she's really good.While he
was doing all this, by the faint light of the torch, Feng Xi could clearly see both his and his own.
The purple color on my hand has dissipated a lot, and he, the entire left arm has turned purple!
For an instant, a surge of fear enveloped her.She remembered that she had swallowed two
Buddha Heart Pills that could cure hundreds of poisons, so why has the poison on her body
not been resolved yet? A terrifying thought popped into her head that made her shiver."What
kind of poison is this?" Her voice hoarse asked. “Naughty barbarian*.”*Natural herbs: plants are
wilted (the name of such a poison does not know what it is).Wild grass! The best drama in the
world! It can be said that it is poison with no antidote."Hyung... Huynh..." Phong Tinh looked
back at that calm face, really wanted to hit him with a palm to wake him up, a heavy pain in his
heart, after a long time hoarse voice, "Four generals Phong Suong Tuyet Are all the dances of
the Yellow Kingdom as stupid as you? If that's the case, I really doubt that the Emperor's "War
of the Heavens" has only a fictitious name or not! How can someone like you compete for the
world!""Yen Doanh Chau, we never owe anyone else's favor, before she sucked poison for me,
now I smoke poison for her, in the future we will not owe each other anything. In fact, she was
also poisoned because of me." Yen Doanh Chau only replied coldly.Looking down at the arm
lying completely in his hand, slender, smooth, like a pearl, pale purple color appeared on his
hand, so beautiful! It's the same hands, swinging white silk to save people's lives, but also to



take people's lives! In fact, with such a pair of hands, such a person should be at the window,
lowering the silk curtain, holding the orchid, bowing to enjoy the scent, frowning and smiling
slightly.“How can there be someone like you in this world?! Knowing that the drama is difficult
to solve, but still dare to suck poison on people! Do you want to die like that?"Feng Xi sighed,
suddenly thinking of a problem that made her whole body feel like she had fallen into an ice
cave!Truth…. Buddha Mind Dan is no more! A bottle of Buddha Mind Pill has only six pills, and
the last one is already on her hand! Y… not even a chance to prolong life!"If she can support,
she must support more, then her chances of survival will be greater." Yen Doanh Chau let go of
Phong Xi's hand, looked up at her, "Bai Phong Xi is not someone who dies so easily!"“What
about you? Don't you value your life that much?" Feng Xi concentrated on looking at him,
under the flickering firelight, his face was devoid of any emotion, but under those eyes, there
was a strong undercurrent of waves.Suddenly, Yen Doanh Chau waved her hand to extinguish
the torch, then stood up and walked to the cave, looked around for a moment, then returned to
Phong Tich's side, bringing her deep into the cave and hid it carefully.“The men in black are
chasing? Brother…"The sound of Phong Tich was suddenly blocked, and the district was
reviewed by Yen Doanh Chau.The rough hand brushed over the skin of her face, as if she
didn't dare to touch it, but just like a dragonfly gliding through the water gently, then quickly
retracted, clutching the hilt of the sword at her waist, suddenly turned around and walked out of
the cave. .Don `t go! Don `t go!Feng Xi's heart was screaming madly, if he went, there would be
only death!As if hearing her screams, Yen Doanh Chau suddenly stopped, turned his head to
look at her, stood upright for a while, in his head as if something was fighting fiercely, he finally
stood in front of her.In the dark cave can still feel his eyes burning hot and deep looking at her
like not long ago, finally he lowered his head and whispered in her ear: "I will return! We will
return to find her in the next life! Our next life will definitely not be short-lived! Feng Xi,
remember me well!"The soft lips landed softly like feathers, suddenly fiercely biting her hard!
Feng Xi only felt a pain, then the corner of his mouth felt a strong fishy taste mixed with salt,
and finally, a pair of eyes as bright as stars, still sparkling in the night, in the eyes. showing the
desire to leave with the transparent light.A string of tears fell.Is it hers? Or yours? Don't know
anymore. All I know is that the black figure finally came out of the cave door, I only know that
the sound of swords and knives can be heard outside, I only know that we may not see each
other again in the future...Chapter 4: A Momentof Stunned DreamsThe sun rises in the east,
the forest birds sing, the morning wind blows, the dawn flowers open their pistils, a new day
begins. When I opened my eyes, what came into my eyes was a snowwhite silk screen, dyed
with a few orchids, pure and elegant. "Wake up." A gentle greeting sounded.Turning his eyes to
look back, he saw Phong Tuc half lying half sitting on a single bed by the window, enjoying the
aroma of tea, his handsome face smiling, his mood relaxed.Raise your left hand, the scary
purple color has disappeared, the poison is clean, you have come back to life, where is he?
"Where's Yen Doanh Chau?" As soon as he opened his mouth, he felt pain on his lips."Dead."
The sound was indifferent but unintentional. Closing my eyes, my heart ached a little. In the
end, he also exchanged his own life for hers!"Where's Huyen Ton Lenh?""Not available." A
moment later, the same gentle answer rang out.So those people in black have already taken it!
Those guys are the people of the Soul Sect!“Why are you so poisoned? It was beyond my
expectations.” The joking sound carries a bit of joy when people are in trouble, as if there is a
hint of luck in it."There is poison on the Command, so don't touch it carefully." She replied
wearily."If you had passed the news to me, I might have saved Yan Yingzhou." Feng Xi stood
up, slowly walked to the side of the bed and bowed his head to observe her expression.“Inform
me? Haha……” Upon hearing that, Phong Xi opened her eyes wide and looked at him,



sneered, who expected the corner of her mouth to curl up to a slightly large angle, but her lips
felt pain, she involuntarily patted her lips, on it. there is a small wound.Feng Xi followed her
movements, looked at the small wound on the other lip, and suddenly smiled a little
worriedly."Inform you so that you can come one step early, Huyen Ton Lenh will be yours, won't
it? It's a shame, I'm going to miss this good opportunity!" Feng Xi looked straight at him, a
sarcastic smile in his eyes.“That girl!” Feng Xi's voice became heavy, then suddenly he laughed
comfortably again, "At least he won't die! With someone like him, you know I won't kill
you!""You didn't kill him, but if you lose Huyen Ton Lenh, you'll be dead! Such a person will of
course be ordered, while others will survive, and Ling will lose or die.” Looking at the orchids on
the top of the curtain, while panicking, I thought I saw that black silhouette, so determined,
without regret stepping out of the cave!“Order still have people? Oh, in her heart, he is truly a
hero that can be beaten in the sky.” Phong Tu sat down beside the bed, observing the
expression on her face, his face showed a gentle and elegant smile, but the words that came
out of his mouth were cold and cruel, "However, this hero of ours. You are also really bad, with
only ten Duan Hunmen, you can't deal with it, dying and returning to Huangquan."While
speaking, his eyes never left Feng Xi's, as if he wanted to probe something from her face, but
Feng Xi still only raised his eyes to the top of the curtain, his expression devoid of any
emotion.“Tsk tsk, you don't know, your other hero got a total of thirty -two hits; The three knives
left a fatal wound on the chest! However, he was also quite good, didn't even groan, and when
he was about to die, he also dragged seven Duan Hun Mon buried with him! Even I admire the
fearless heroism, but the martial arts are just a little bit worse!" After saying that, he used two
fingers to describe the short difference.Fang Xiu's gaze finally moved from the top of the silk
screen to his face, his tone soft and calm, "Black fox, are you self-deprecating because you
don't have his heroism?"“Haha haha……” Phong Tu laughed like he heard a joke, but when he
laughed like that, his style was still as elegant as before, making people feel comfortable, “That
girl, I believe I really want to know how fierce he is.”Feng Xi also smiled faintly, "The heroic
general Lieh Feng is known to all, cannot be compared with the false name of a fox who
pretends to be benevolent!"“Young lady, have you ever heard this saying: good p eople don't
live long, disaster is a thousand years old. Her hero Yen, however, has a short life, and the
hypocrite in her mouth is still living a good life, maybe even living longer than her." Phong Tic
completely ignored it, still smiling as before."It's because God has no eyes." Feng Xi closed his
eyes, paying no attention to him.Phong Tu smiled carelessly, then stood up to leave, but
suddenly stopped.“Miss, you know? When I saw him, he still had one last breath, but he was
no longer able to speak, just glanced at me and then his eyes stared at the cave door, until...
off breath!"Phong Tuc's voice was extremely gentle, as if he mixed up this and that, he turned
to leave, went to the door, then turned his head to look back, a tear seemed to fall right next to
the pillow. The other, in an instant, was dried, leaving no trace."Do you like him?"As soon as
this word came out, both of them were shocked.What's a person laughing at himself asking this
for? What does it have to do with me?A person's heart jumps, the pain in his chest is because
he likes him? A new person I have only known for two days?Prefer? Maybe not to the point. Do
not like? Nor is it completely without feeling.If they didn't know each other under such
circumstances, then Lieh Phong, the general of the Hoang kingdom, and Bach Phong Xi in the
gypsies would not appear together, come to face each other, perhaps they would only meet
briefly, perhaps. just nod and smile, that's all. Or if after saving him for the first time, each
person went their separate ways, over the years and months, they would slowly forget each
other, perhaps at some random time, when she thought back, she would remember the road. A
seven-foot-tall man easily blushed, "General Lieu Feng."However, fate deliberately arranged



them to suffer together, to live and die together.Yen Doanh Chau, the figure that turned around
and walked out the door of the cave will forever exist in her heart!No matter how much time has
passed, he will always be someone she will never forget!When the sun was at its peak, Feng
Tie went back into the room and saw that Phong Xi had already left the bed, reclining on the
soft bed by the window, his eyes looking outside, a rare calm expression on his face.Outside
the window, there was a field of corn, which randomly dropped a few yellow leaves, in the room
was very quiet, so quiet that you could hear the soft sound of leaves falling."Miss, I heard you
don't eat anything?" Phong Tic's soft voice broke the silence in the room.“Not interested.” Feng
Xi was still looking out the window, reluctantly answering.“What a strange thing indeed! She
used to be a glutton, but she was not interested in eating? Did I mishear?” Feng Tic heard that
and showed an unbelievable expression."You only feed me white porridge!" Hearing these
words, Feng Xi turned around and glared at him.The water in white rice has no taste like this,
who wants to eat it? "Patients should of course eat frugally." Phong Tu replied as if it were
natural."Young Master, the medicine has been prepared."Chung Ly came over with a bowl of
medicine, interrupting the two's words."Give it to me." Phong Tic received the bowl of medicine
and looked down, a smile flashed across his face, "I originally thought that the person who was
poisoned by Nuy Man Thao could not save his life, then there is only one person left in the
world, that is me. ”* Phong Tich and Phong Tich have the same sound. The meaning of this
sentence is that 2 *feng xi* [How to read the names of 2 brothers and sisters], there is only 1
person left."Then why save me? Even if you don't save me, I don't blame you, you won't
appreciate it if you saved me, anyway, you won't have any kindness." Feng Xi looked at the
medicine bowl, a hint of hesitation appeared in his eyes."If there was no Bach Phong Xi in this
world, wouldn't I be so lonely and boring?" Feng Ti raised his head to look at Feng Xi."Huh, if I
die, the only person who knows your true face in the world will be gone, you will indeed be
more boring." Feng Xi coldly snorted, then asked again. "Is there any medicine in this world
that can detoxify Nuy Man Thao?"“Aizz, saying that hurts me!” Feng Xi sighed and sai d, his
face did not let go, "Waste my one thousand years of snow jade! This is a thousand times more
precious than the Buddha Mind Pill, it really doesn't make any profit to use it to save the
ungrateful type like you!""Snow Lotus?" As soon as Feng Xi heard this, his eyes lit up, "I heard
that the snow lotus is a medicine that is both clear and fragrant?""That girl." Feng Tic seemed
to read her mind, his smiley face was a bit strange, "Jade Snow Lotus for you to use at that
time, the current medicine is not snow lotus, but I asked a medical god to mix it. Good medicine
to purify complement!""Mi mate?" Feng Xi's eyes narrowed, looking at the bowl of medicine as
if he were looking at something very scary. "Yes, I mate!" Feng Ti seemed to understand her
eyes, the smile on her face became more and more cheerful."I don't drink, I'm afraid this
medicine is more toxic than Nuy Man Thao!" Feng Xi put on a watchful face."Miss Xi, my son
really turned over the whole Thien Son in order to find you." Chung Ly saw that Phong Xi didn't
show any gratitude at all, feeling that she should say well for her son, "Moreover, when using
jade snow lotus to detoxify her, the medicine just reached her mouth and she vomited, at least
a little bit. many princes themselves…”"Zhong Ly, when did you start talking more like that,
does the tip of your tongue want me to cut it a bit?" Phong Tic's phoenix eyes glanced
sideways at Chung Ly."I'm going down here, young man." Chung Ly immediately closed her
mouth and stooped to retreat.“Miss, come here, take your medicine.” Phong Ti approached, sat
down on the soft bed, scooped up the medicine with a spoon and brought it to Phong Xi's
mouth.Feng Xi frowned and turned her head, this medicine was definitely bitter, just smelling it
made her nauseous."I have my own hands, I don't need you to pretend to be kind."“That girl, I
am here to take care of you, so know that there are not many people who can be given



medicine by me.” Feng Tie really shook his head and sighed, the spoon in his hand was still
next to Feng Xi's mouth as before.Feng Xi also did not take any further action, just tried her
best to turn her head, thinking to avoid, this medicine is really hard to smell, she is about to
vomit."Is it possible that Bach Phong Xi, who is famous in the world, is someone who is afraid
of bitterness?" Feng Tie looked seriously but did not mean well, "The poison on your body is
not over yet, this medicine has to be taken for three more days.""Three days?" When Feng Xi
heard that, his eyes widened. Oh my God! Drink three days! This drink only takes one sip and
it costs her half of her life!"That girl, you've always looked like a three-year-old child who is
afraid of taking drugs."“Huh!”Feng Xi coldly snorted, then held his breath, opened his mouth to
take the spoon, swallowed the medicine, his brows immediately furrowed, then opened his
mouth again, "Ooh!" an hour, the medicine was swallowed and vomited, fortunately for Phong
Tic moved quickly, dodged at the right time, otherwise it would all be sprayed on him."You just
spit it out slowly, it doesn't matter, I have long called Chung Ly to be very sharp, a whole pot."
Phong Tic said very calmly.As soon as Feng Xi heard this, his heart was already half cold,
raised his head to look at Phong Tu, his eyes flashed with resentment but immediately
retracted, using a rarely soft tone to say: "Black fox, you have a pill. are not? I can take a sip of
this liquid medicine and vomit!”"Not available." Phong Tic replied very firmly, then scooped up a
spoonful of medicine and brought it to her lips, "If you spit out this one bowl, I will ask Chung Ly
to bring another bowl. That bowl is more bitter than this one.”Feng Xi heard his hand and
moved, suddenly heard Phong Ti's voice: "Forgot to tell you, your white silk is in my room."As
soon as he finished speaking, Phong Ti's hand stopped, glared at him fiercely, then closed his
eyes tightly, opened his mouth to drink the medicine, swallowed it with his lips, and clenched
his clothes tightly, his face showed a smile. grimaced like bitter melon.Phong Tic smiled and
observed her actions, but when his eyes swept over the wound on her lips, his eyes suddenly
darkened, the spoon in his hand instinctively pressed there."Whoa!" Feng Xi cried out pitifully,
"Black fox, you bully people when you're injured! If one day you fall into my hands, that's
when… uhm… uhm… cough… cough black fox, you……”"Don't say so much nonsense while
taking the medicine." The intonation was still as light as before, but it was not difficult to see
that there was not a little bit of pride in the other words when he had accomplished the
trick.Chung Ly Chung Vien outside the room looked at each other and shook their heads, it's
not clear why the young man and everyone are so polite and respectful, only with Miss Xi, is it
really because of her title? The princess is ranked in front of the star.Finally finished drinking a
bowl of medicine, Feng Xi put on a face like the look of finding a way to live in the place of
death. "Tea!" Feng Xi opened his mouth and blew hard, desperately wanting the taste in his
mouth to dissipate."You can't drink tea after taking the medicine, you don't even know about
common sense?" Feng Tic put the medicine cup in his hand on the table, then took a box on it,
"This is a dried apricot, you suck it up until the bitterness is gone."Feng Xi quickly took it from
his hand, immediately popped one into his mouth, "So sour!" involuntarily patted both
cheeks."Black fox, do you really look all over Thien Son?" The bitter taste in her mouth had
melted, and Phong Ti glanced at Phong Tuc, really couldn't believe that a lazy person like her
would search all over Thien Son.“I heard that the Hoang kingdom has a very ancient custom,
when men and women go on a date in the night, they will take an oath with their lips, but at that
time of making an oath, if you bite each other's lips, it will symbolize that you are not a king. * If
you don't get married, you won't regret it even if you live or die!"*Khanh: the dear call between
husband and wife in the past, also shows equality."It's not that you don't get married, live and
die without regrets?" Feng Xi caressed his lips, his hot breath in the darkness, those steady but
low words…. We will return to find her in the next life. Remember me well! Is that so? Make an



oath for the next life? But do humans really have an afterlife?Yen Doanh Chau… Suddenly, the
sour taste of dried apricots in the mouth becomes bitter like the taste of medicine, hard to
swallow. There is something in my heart that is sinking to the bottom ... sinking slowly ... sinking
straight to the most secret corner, hidden very deep, this life will not appear again."Miss, did
you swear with someone?" Feng Tic used his hand to pick up a dried apricot ball, as if he
wanted to feed it to Phong Ti, but when he got close to his lips, he suddenly pressed on the
wound."Au......" Feng Xi painfully regained her senses, glanced at Phong Tu and then looked
out the window again, "How can that be, that's the custom of the Yellow Kingdom, it has
nothing to do with me.""Really?" On Phong Tic's face appeared a deep smile, his eyes stopped
on her face, as if contemplating something.Upon hearing that, Feng Xi turned to look at him,
her face calm, her eyes calm, "Black fox, why are you listening to these idle words, do you want
to find someone to test the oath of the Emperor? Judging by the way you look, there will be
some stupid girls who will be fooled by you.""Oh, I don't need to swear." Phong Tu smiled,
looked at her, and discovered that there was a deepness in her pair that she had never seen
before, as if something had sunk deep in her heart, others would never be able to. reach.At the
foot of the mountain at the top of the South, Tuyen mountain, a man in a white shirt walked
over, under the sunset, the other figure seemed a bit windy and thin.Phong Ti raised his head
to look at Tuyen Mountain in the late afternoon, still as before, still as a picture, not a bit
changed because of a piece of the soul that has permanently rested here.Lifting his steps
towards the top of the mountain, he wanted to see the other person, even though it was only a
grave.Suddenly, the tip of his nose seemed to smell something, looked down and saw that the
grass seemed to have been cleaned up, but there were still a few pale blood stains, thinking it
was all left by the battle to steal the Order. Suddenly the eyes were attracted by a few blocks of
rock, such a large stone block is square, it is not natural to be here, how can it appear now?
Looking closely, there were traces of a sword on it, and it was clearly moved to this place.She
took off her body, landed on the top of a tall tree, and looked around from it. Sure enough, not
far away, there were also a few scattered boulders, but they were all moved and were clearly
thrown on that spot, as if they wanted to hide it. She carefully observed the direction of the
scattered rocks here, suddenly a thought came to her mind, her legs suddenly became soft, as
if she almost fell from the tree, stabilized her mood, carefully counted the number of these
rocks, one, two, three, four, five, etc. Not more or less, one hundred and thirtysix blocks. Of
course… so that's it!It was clearly still very hot, but she felt a cold and gloomy cold coming
from all sides, making her feel cold in an instant, a kind of cold to the bottom of her heart, her
fingers clenched. took the branch, a crunching sound was heard.Flying down the tree, she was
still walking towards the top of the mountain, her heart was extremely heavy.On the slopes of
the South Peak, a new grave was erected. On the tombstone were written three simple words
— Yen Doanh Chau. Feng Xi stood in front of the grave, like a fossil, not moving. After a long
time, she gently touched the words on the tombstone with her fingertips, a pain in her
heart.Such a person will forever sleep like this. However, three days ago, it was still a living
being who once hugged her tightly and protected her with his body.A tear fell on the stele,
fingers quickly wiped it away, bent down to sit down, reached out and gently stroked the
tombstone, Yen Doanh Chau, brother in the end... who died in the end? If it's Duan Hun Sect, I
will definitely avenge you! If it was him…. If it was him…Afternoon light finally collects the
remaining rays of sunlight on the ground, enters the boundless vastness of the western sky,
the black sky gradually descends, covering the sky and earth, covering the green mountains.
Blue water, roses and green grass."Miss, do you want to build a graveyard here?" In the dark
late afternoon sky, Phong Tu's elegant voice softly sounded. Suddenly, a white ball flew out,



wrapped around his neck in an instant.Feng Xi turned around, clutching a white silk band in his
hand, a pair of eyes as cold as a thousand years of ice, flashing a sharp light that pierced the
bones of others.Phong Tic did not move, elegantly standing straight, even though the white silk
on his neck was tightening and tightening… "Why? Why are you so good-natured?" Feng Xi
hissed each word between his teeth, sharp as a blade of wind."You know that." Phong Tuc's
tone was still as slow as before."The four gates of the East, West, South, and North mountains,
although you have cleaned them, these rocks, these blood stains are also to make me
understand, this place used to arrange the battle of Asura! So you have arranged the battle of
Asura, the battle of the demons will perish! That night, more than a thousand people went to
Tuyen mountain, there must be not a single person who could come down from the mountain,
all of them died in this battle!" Phong Xi's hand that was clutching white silk was a little
trembling, I don't know if it was because of anger or sadness, "Why are you so obedient
because of a piece of Xuan Ton Lenh? Are you just like those people, don't you want to get the
Xuan Ton Order from tricks? Do you also believe that having the Command can command the
world?""As expected, no matter what I do, even if I can hide it from everyone in the world, I
can't hide it from you, Bach Phong Xi." Phong Tuc sighed, "That's right, the battle of Asura was
my own, that night all the people on Tuyen mountain, except for you, all souls returned to this
mountain."His tone was indifferent, as if he didn't consider the lives of more than a thousand
people to be a big deal.As soon as he finished speaking, the white silk around his neck
tightened a few times.“The last Huyen Ton Lenh fell into your hands? You didn't want people to
know, so you killed all the people on Tuyen mountain?" Feng Xi looked at him, the person in
front of him suddenly became so strange, was this really the Feng Xi she had known for ten
years, letting her laugh, laugh, and scold? He has never been so good!"It's correct." Phong Tic
replied very clearly, "That night everything was almost in my hands, but the false Huyen Ton
Order was beyond my expectations.""Fake?" The white silk in Feng Xi's hand calmed
down."Perhaps Yen Doanh Chau did not tell her, Huyen Ton Lenh in his hand is fake. After they
got Huyen Ton Lenh, in the morning, they let General Liet Phong escort them back to the
country, leading people to pursue them, but in the dark, they sent someone else to bring them
back." Feng Xi secretly took a breath.“No wonder when I asked you about Huyen Ton Lenh,
you replied 'no', sending so many people to death only got one Order? It's laughable!" Feng Xi
coldly laughed, turned his head to look at the gravestone, "And he risked his life to protect that
fake Order?""It is rumored that the four generals Phong Suong Tuyet Vu are all loyal and
devoted to the Crown Prince of the Yellow Kingdom, and when they enter the boiling water,
they do not regret themselves, it seems that the words are not fake." Phong Tic also looked at
the grave, his eyes glittered with appreciation, "In order for the real Ling to be escorted back to
the Hoang kingdom in peace, Yen Doanh Chau and Ling led people to hunt and kill, even to
death they were not revealed. To reveal the truth, this central part is also very rare.”"Whether
the Order is real or fake, the lives of so many people lost in your hands are real." Feng Xi
looked at Feng Ti, a complicated look flashed in his eyes, "You wear the name of chivalry, but I
have always known that you never do anything that is not beneficial to you, in reality you are
selfish, just I didn't think you were so coldblooded! These Bach soldiers just follow orders to
work, there are a lot of people in the Gypsies who are deceived by others, those people don't
deserve to die, you…”"I work with my principles." Feng Ti simply said, as if he didn't want to
explain."You also want to get the Order, control the world?" Feng Xi smiled coldly, "Such an
abuser killing innocent people, with his hands covered in fresh blood, how can he be worthy of
holding this majestic brocade!"“Haha haha……” Phong Tu suddenly let out a loud laugh, his
face showing a mocking smile, “That girl, whose hands are covered in fresh blood, is not



worthy to hold the world? Then look, a generation of emperors who founded a kingdom without
blood flowing into rivers and corpses piled up on mountains, how can they have this world.""At
least they won't be stupid enough to believe that a small card can let them have the world, they
kill people on the battlefield, fight for the land for the castle, not for a card. Post orders that kill
more than a thousand people without me!" Feng Xi said coldly.“Huh!” Feng Tic's smile was a bit
cold, "Don't say those people are so noble. That girl, in this world, no matter who becomes
regal, that person is not the kind of hero you think she is.”This word seemed to hit Feng Xi's
heart, she seemed to be extremely clear about the meaning of Feng Xi's words, her expression
turned gloomy. Suddenly the white silk that had fallen down tightened again, "Did you kill him or
not?"Feng Xi heard that on his face, a hidden anger appeared on his face, but in an instant, it
disappeared, restored his composure, and said indifferently: "Since you and I have known each
other, I have never deceived you. you not yet? Ta Phong Ti is a person who does but dare not
accept? Besides, I've already said it before, people like him, I don't kill."Hearing this, Feng Xi
bowed his head, then waved his hand, and the white silk returned to his sleeve, "If I didn't
understand you very well, I would have killed you just now!"After she finished speaking, she
immediately turned down the mountain, did not go more than two feet, then heard a gentle
"ding" sound, like the sound of a weapon returning to shell, her feet stagnate, then she smiled
bitterly, also He never turned his head, but took a step forward.Phong Tu looked at Yen Doanh
Chau's tombstone, suddenly a bitter smile appeared on his face, "Thinking of you seeing this
situation, even on the ground, your heart is full of joy, isn't it? She wants to kill me because of
you! Having known each other for ten years, you are protecting someone like you who only
know for a few days!"After saying this, he also moved his feet down the mountain, under the
heavy gloomy sunset, only a newly established grave was left alone, sometimes a few crows
could be heard, a cold Tuyen mountain wind swept over, traces. The moisture on the other
gravestone was quickly blown dry by the wind.Two people, one in front of the other, down the
mountain, about five feet apart. Neither side said a word, at this point the sky was completely
dark, but the two of them had not yet used the light gong, but forced them to slowly descend
the mountain. Sometimes the two of them raised their heads to look through the dense leaves
and see the cold moon and stars, as if they were searching for something there, then they
were sad and depressed, shaking their heads, and went the same way.When we reached the
foot of the mountain, the darkness covered, and the countless murmuring sounds were quiet.
Back in the Nguyen citadel, the street lights were also sparse, it was time for households to
sink into a beautiful dream.Suddenly, the West lit up with a bright red fire, the two people
couldn't help but shiver, and they flew away together, when they arrived, they saw that the
entire Han family building was engulfed in flames.In front of the house, some neighbors who
were scared by the fire gathered, were pouring water to extinguish the fire, and on one side,
someone loudly shouted: “Fire! The Han family's house was on fire!"From afar, the hurried
footsteps of a few people could be heard, mixed with some frightened screams, the cries of
frightened children..."Why is the Han family's house on fire?""Who knows, I don't know why it's
been so long without seeing any of the Han family members running out!""Strange, didn't
everyone burn to death inside?"“Aizz, how pitiful!”From time to time, in the neighbors, there
were some voices of discussion, suddenly a white shadow flew into the sea of fire, those
firefighters did not have time to see clearly, and immediately saw a shadow. Black also flew in.
Everyone rubbed their eyes, wanted to take a closer look but couldn't see anything, couldn't
help but wonder if they had just looked at it wrong or not, otherwise the fire was so big, who
else would have burst into it, not the will you die?Flying into the house, along the way from the
big door to enter, there were many people lying on the ground, looking at the clothes, it was



clear that all of these were servants and members of the Han family, regardless of age, male or
female, Everyone was killed by a knife in the chest. There are a few people whose blood has
dried up, there are a few who still have warm fresh blood on their chests; there are people who
widen their eyes, as if dying without closing their eyes; Someone has a large knife in his hand,
as if he wants to stand up with the enemy and risk his life...On the threshold, on the stone floor,
on the steps, all of them left bright red blood, carefully stepped over, the place where the foot
landed was still blood.“Is there someone? Is there anyone else?"Feng Xi shouted loudly, but
there was no response, only the thick smoke raging fiercely, the fire burning madly screaming!
“Old Han, are you dead yet? If you don't die, give a reply!" “All are dead, not a single survivor!”
Behind Feng Tic's gentle voice, it seemed to contain a sigh.She suddenly turned around,
turning her head to look at him. Those eyes, cold as ice, sharp as swords!“Is it because of the
cure?” Feng Xi's harsh voice sounded like cold dew."Not me." Phong Tu blurted out. As soon
as he finished speaking, he suddenly got a little angry, why should he explain? Explain what?
Huh!"Isn't it because you went to the Han family's house because of the cure of Tu Fu and
Buddha Mind Dan? Old Han treats you like a bodhisattva, don't think that I don't know what you
mean!" Feng Xi's expression softened, but his tone remained as cold and stern as before.“I
have already copied the remedy.” For the first time, Phong Tuc's face recovered a leisurely
smile, in exchange for a cold look like dew."Indeed." Feng Xi sneered, suddenly listened with
ear, then quickly galloped away, Feng Tie following closely behind her.Through a sea of fire, in
front of the back of the flower garden of the Han family, faintly heard the sound of crying, the
two people followed the cry, and saw a small figure kneeling in front of the fake
mountain.“Father… father…… You get up, get up! Woah wah… Father, get up, Pach'er take
you out!" That small figure was hugging a crying corpse."Han Phac?" As soon as Feng Xi saw
that small figure, he couldn't help but blurt out.The small figure heard someone calling him,
turned his head to look, then ran to hit her, "You, you evil woman, want to rob our house of
drugs, right? She stole it! She stole it! My father is dead! Keep stealing! Wow…… see what
else you can steal!”He was crying while punching Phong Xi, blood and tears covered his
face.“Han Phac!” Feng Xi caught him, "What happened?"“Evil woman! All you! Why curse my
father! Woah wah…… Father can never hold a feast again! Evil women! Damn women! Hate
her to die! You give me back my father!" Han Phac struggled desperately, struggled with all his
might, then opened his mouth to bite down on Phong Xi's hand.“Whoa!” Phong Ban shouted
painfully, was about to dodge, Phong Tic raised his hand to point at Han Phac acupuncture
point. Han Phac immediately fell into a coma and fell into Phong Xi's arms.“We must lead it out
of this place first, or we will bury its body in a sea of fire.” Phong Tu said."OK." Feng Xi nodded,
hugged Han Phac, turned his eyes to see Han Xuan Ling lying on the ground, suddenly
sighed, "Black fox, you take him out."After she finished speaking, she immediately hugged Han
Phac and flew away, leaving Phong Tu who was glaring at Han Huyen Linh's body lying on the
ground, "I, Hac Phong Tu, am so lost that I have to hug the dead! That girl, I affirm once more,
knowing you in this life is the beginning of my life's unhappiness!"On the outskirts of Nguyen
citadel, to the south, a deserted hillside area with a few newly erected graves."Father, rest in
peace, Pu'er will avenge you!" Han Phac dressed in white mourning clothes knelt in front of the
grave, behind Phong Ti and Phong Ti stood upright."Father, you can rest assured, Pu'er will
take care of himself, waaaay...." Tears were trying to hold back, falling, loving father from now
on will never be able to extend his protective arms. You too, in this world, there's only you in the
Han family, one person!Feng Xi and Feng Tie looked at Han Phac with a little pity, but in their
hearts they couldn't feel such deep sadness. Ten years of wandering around, soon getting
used to birth and death, more or less only the last wish for the deceased, praying for the



person to sleep in the other underground."Tell me, how long does it want to cry?" Phong Tu
calmly spoke up."Who knows, I can't imagine that men like to cry so much." Feng Xi calmly
replied."No, girl, you're wrong, he can't even be seen as a man yet, he's still a baby, it's only
natural to cry."Their voices were neither loud nor small, enough for Han Phac to hear.Sure
enough, after hearing the gossip of the two behind, Han Phac turned his head to glare at them,
but in his eyes full of tears, his face was both tears mixed with snot, really. Absolutely no threat
at all.After cleaning his face, Han Phac patted his head heavily, then got up and walked in front
of Phong Xi, took out a small brocade bag from his body and gave it to her, "This is what I hid
before I hid it. I, my father gave it to me, wanted me to give it to you.""What? Does your father
hate me to the bone, and as soon as he died, he thought of some kind of revenge." Feng Xi
took it very carefully, then carefully opened it, showing a cowardly appearance for fear of
trouble.Opening the brocade bag, from inside took out two pieces of silk that were slightly
yellowed, the top was covered with words, looked at it carefully, a look of surprise appeared on
Phong Xi's face, "It's a remedy for Zifu, Buddha Mind Dan?!”Feng Tic heard that, his face
couldn't help but be surprised, coming closer to see that these are the two remedies that he
secretly copied when he secretly looked at the secret room of the Han family, "That lady, I can't
believe Han. Although Huyen Linh hates her to the bone in her mouth, she has some respect
for her in her heart, and even gives her a big ceremony when she dies!""I really can't think of it,
doesn't old Han hate to be able to split the bones, chop me into ten thousand pieces? Why, on
the contrary, give me the remedy that he values more precious than life?" Feng Xi mumbled, in
fact, it was too much of a surprise.“Father said, Hac Phong Tu, although he looks like a great
man, but has a fox-like temperament, hovering and elusive, if he gives him the remedy, he
doesn't know if it's bad or good; and Bach Phong Tich, although liberal and unrestrained,
arrogant and not tame, but his behavior is not contrary to chivalry and martial arts, giving it to
her without having to worry about being taken away by his corrupt disciples. According to her
temperament, she can also bless the world." Han Phac narrated the words of Han Huyen Linh
somewhere.After hearing these words, Feng Xi and Feng Xi faced each other for a long time,
then asked Feng Xi gently and slowly, "Xiao Puer, are you sure those words were explained by
your father?"“Huh!” Han Pha snorted coldly, "You don't need it, do you? Then give it back to
me!""Need! Why don't you need it!" Feng Xi hurriedly put the silk back into the brocade bag,
then stuffed it into his body, "Xiao Puer, thank you!""Don't call me Xiao Puer! Nausea wants to
die!” Han Phac rolled his eyes."Then call me Pu'er? Disciple? Disciple disciple? Or……” Feng
Xi’s eyes darted around, her mouth continued to say a few ways of addressing.“I have a first a
nd last name, don't call me that disgusting! And I have nothing to do with her! That girl!” Han
Phac shouted loudly, as soon as he finished speaking, he felt the back of his shirt tense up, his
feet were off the ground, and Feng Xi's face in front of his eyes was magnified twice.“Warning
brother! Puer, calling me 'that girl' is not something you can call, remember later, call me sister
sister or sister sister? Are you listening?" Phong Xi lifted Han Phat to his face, their eyes were
facing each other, staring at him, saying each word word by word.“Cough cough… You…
cough cough… Put me down!” Han Phac grabbed the collar of his shirt and used his strength
to cough, his feet in midair used his strength to kick."Call billions!" Feng Xi completely ignored
him, clutching him tightly as before, his eyes narrowed into lines, and a cold ray shot out."Sister
sister...... Sister-in-law...... Sister-in-law......" Being in a low position before force, Han Phac
lowered his noble head. "This is good, Pu'er." Feng Xi patted his head, then gently let go of his
hand, and Han Phac fell to the ground."That lady, old man Han just praised you, you bullied his
son. If he knew, he would definitely jump out of the coffin.” Feng Xi shook his head and
sighed."Hey, black fox, let's negotiate one thing." Feng Xi smiled on the outside, but didn't smile



inside, looking at Phong Tic.“No negotiation.” Feng Ti firmly refused, without hesitation, "It's
none of my business."“How can it be none of your bus iness! You also steal people's remedies,
no matter what, you get benefits from them. So for the orphans of other people, of course you
also have to take care of them!" Phong Xi also didn't care whether he respected her or
not.“The remedy that came into my hands was due to my own ability, not counting the benefits
from him. You, on the other hand, were brought to you by yourself, for this after-party, you must
have the heart to repay." Phong Tu showed a smile again, an appearance that had nothing to
do with him.“The black fox doesn't need your own care anyway, don't you have a bunch of
followers. Chung Ly Chung Vien, just call one person to take care of it." Feng Xi tried to
convince him."You're a woman, taking care of children is a woman's job." Feng Xi did not move
at all."Who says women have to take care of children!" Feng Xi began to scream.“Isn’t it better
to let it choose for itself?” Phong Tu looked at Han Phac who was still sitting on the ground
rubbing his small butt and said."Okay, I trust it will choose to follow you." Feng Xi responded
with full confidence."Han Phac, you come here." Feng Tic waved his hand, called Han Phac to
come stand in front of the two, crouched down and asked: "Han Phac, do you want to live with
me in the future or are you willing to follow that girl?"“Bro, do you volunteer to follow t his black
fox? You should know that following him every day is full of delicious mountains, and the road
ahead is full of different beauties who love and miss him, not to mention the delicate jade arms
that are given out there. The brocade is not complete, the food can't be eaten! Just thinking
about it makes my mouth water." Feng Xi seduced him.Han Phac looked at Phong Tich, then
turned his head to look at Phong Ti again, then faced Phong Ti again, calmly looking at him,
Phong Ti couldn't help but be happy, but who would have thought that Han Phac would say
such words: I I don't need to follow you, I want to follow you."After saying that, he walked over
to Feng Xi's side, looked up at her, and looked at her with a benevolent expression, "Sister will
take care of me from now on.""What?" Feng Xi shouted loudly, the only thing missing was not
grabbing Han Phac's hand, "Why do you want to follow me? You should know that according to
me, everything is not good, eating is not good, dressing is not good, maybe every day I have to
eat and sleep outside, follow him...""I know." Without waiting for Phong Xi to finish his words,
Han Phac nodded his head like a grown man, "I know that following him will be well-dressed,
but I am worried that one day, while I'm sleeping, someone will buy me, Even though it's hard
for me to follow you, I can at least sleep a good night's sleep every day."“Ah?” Feng Xi couldn't
believe he heard such an answer, and was momentarily lost in thought.“Hahaha….” A moment
later, she suddenly laughed hysterically, laughing until her waist was curved, one hand
clutching her stomach, one hand pointed directly at Phong Tuc, "Black fox, unbelievable ....
Unbelievable, you have today too! Another kid… Ha ha… Ha ha… I'm so funny!”When Feng
Tie heard that, he immediately showed a surprised expression, but immediately restored his
noble and noble appearance in an instant, on the other face appeared the guise of a gentle
and gentle smile. “That girl, just decide, this little devil is left to you to take care of. I just didn't
expect that old man Han would give birth to such a smart child." One last sentence, his voice
was low, as if he was not willing.Chapter 5: Sword LightLike Snow, People Like
Flowers"Pharma, do you remember what's so special about the men in black that night when
they came to your house?"On the outskirts of Nguyen Thanh, a white horse walked slowly, with
two people riding on horseback, Han Phac sitting in front, Phong Tich sitting behind.Han Phac
recalled carefully, then shook his head, "All of those people covered their faces, didn't look like
they had any special features, uhm, if it had to be said that there were certain characteristics, it
was the weapon in their hand. They are all great swordsmen.”"Knife?" Feng Xi frowned, I don't
know how many people use knives in this world."That's right, all use knives." Han Phat



nodded.“Do you remember what technique they used?” Feng Xi asked again, more or less
wanting more clues.Han Phac shook his head again, "As soon as those people in black
arrived, my father hid me and told me not to go out, so I couldn't see anything.""You don't know
anything, how are we going to find those guys in black?" Feng Xi couldn't help but reach out
and knock on Han Pha's head, "Don't you want to take revenge in this life?""But I know that
those people in black came because of my family's medicine, because I heard them telling my
father to deliver the medicine." Han Phac lowered his head and felt a little embarrassed.“Uhm,
it's no wonder all of my family 's medicines were taken clean. As for the other side of the
medicine… right now the medicine is in my hands.” Feng Xi raised his chin, a glint of light
flashed in his eyes, "If we spread rumors that the Han family's medicine is in my hands, then
the whole world will want Han's medicine. family will chase, those guys in black will definitely
chase.“Miss… If you do that, then the whole world will chase you and kill you!” When Han Phac
heard it, he couldn't help but shout, "I don't want to live anymore!""To go!" Phong Xi's slender
finger tapped once more. "Whoa!" Han Phac couldn't help but cry out in pain.“Child, are you
afraid? Afraid of being killed by those people?” Feng Xi looked at him and smiled.“I am not
afraid! Han Phac's face showed indomitable, ha ndsome little face raised high, "If you are not
afraid, then I am a real man, what are you afraid of! Not to mention, I want to kill those men in
black to avenge my father!"“Yes, this is what a man looks like.” Feng Xi nodded, his finger
tapped on Han Pha's head again.“Don't knock my head! It hurts!" Han Phat patted his head
and said."I'm here to make you a little smarter." Feng Xi smiled and said, but stopped.Han
Phac looked straight ahead, the road ahead was very long, he didn't know which direction to
go, his little heart suddenly gave birth to a kind of fuzzy feeling, in that confusion, he felt that
the way back would come. no longer like the old days, the luxurious life, the warm humanity
surrounded, the simple happiness at this moment was cut off, from now on it will probably be a
road full of rain and dust.After a while, he suddenly turned his head and whispered, "Hey,
thanks."Although he was still a child, he was also born in the martial arts family, he also knew
that the gangsters were dangerous, knew that Phong Tich's actions would take on a great
danger, even potentially losing his life! In the heart can not help but born gratitude."Little devil,
call billion billion! Are you listening!" Another knock on his forehead, Feng Xi didn't seem to
have heard the thank you in the latter part!"If you agree to stop knocking me, I'll call you!" Han
Phac held his head to prevent being attacked again."Okay." Feng Xi answered clearly, "Call my
sister!"“Uhm…… Uhm…… Billion… Billionaire.” Han Phac was embarrassed for a while and
finally called out in a small voice“Good son!” Phong Xi's finger was originally about to type, but
when Han Phac was near his head, he remembered that he had just agreed and changed his
typing to touch."Sister, which direction should we go?" Having called once, when I called again,
Han Phac felt it was easier."Do not know." Feng Xi's reply was really great."What?" Han Phac
immediately shouted.“Father, how old are you? Why are you always so surprised?Hurry up,
grow up, be a little mature, need to face an accident, don't panic! Phong Ti does not forget to
teach this new brother at any time."Thirteen years old." Han Phac really answered
honestly."Old enough, at the time I was your age, I was already wandering around the world
alone." Feng Xi spoke softly, like the wind blowing the clouds away."Huh?" Han Phac heard this
and couldn't help but get excited, "Do you go alone? Aren't your parents worried?"Who would
have thought that Phong Xi also didn't pay attention to his question, but paused as if thinking
about something, a moment later her eyes lit up, she clapped her hands and said: "Pharma, I
think of something. .”"Thinking of something?""If rumors spread that the medicine is on me, at
that time the centaur will come to chase and kill me, I won't be afraid of anything, it's just you..."
She glanced at him, "I With martial arts like that, my life would definitely be difficult to save, so I



thought of a better solution.""What measures?" Han Phac asked again, if you think about it
carefully, it makes sense, with your own martial arts, don't say revenge, it's still not enough to
protect yourself, by that time, maybe it will involve her."The other medicine was also stolen by a
black fox, and his martial arts are many times higher than mine, and there are many masters
around him to protect him, so it's not as good as them. I spread a rumor that the medicine is in
his hands, make everyone chase him, then we follow behind and wait for those black people to
appear." Feng Xi smiled and said, "This scheme of my sister is not bad, is it?"After hearing
that, Han Phac's eyes became dull, and after a while, he stammered: "Isn't this the sister who
harmed him?"“Say something!” Feng Xi patted his head with a palm, although he said he didn't
knock, but he didn't say he didn't, "That black fox is deceitful, capricious, sinister, cruel......
Martial arts have few opponents. , I don't care if the people chasing that guy might lose their
lives at his hands!"“Huh! Harming others, talking bad about others behind their backs and
acting like this is really rare, woman!"Seeing a cold snort coming from behind, turning to look,
Phong Tuc was sitting neatly on the back of a black horse, behind were two more people also
riding along, the twins Chung Ly Chung Vien The driver was an old man about fifty years old,
holding a whip in his hand, his face was yellow, but his eyes were shining like stars."Oh, black
fox, you've arrived." Seeing only Phong Ti smile welcoming, completely not because of his plan
to harm people just now but feel ashamed. "It would be nice to come, lend me your carriage for
a while, I'm too sleepy."After she finished speaking, she jumped up from the horse, landed on
the carriage, waved her hand to the driver, "Bao Chung, long time no see."Then said to Chung
Vien and Chung Ly: "We have breakfast in the car, if the black fox is hungry, you will try to find
a way to fill his mouth, wake me up at the last station." After saying that, he got into the
carriage."Billion billion, where are we going?" Han Phac was left on horseback and asked
anxiously.The curtain was lifted, Phong Ti poked his head out, then pointed to Phong Ti: "Ask
him."Then he pulled his head back and never came out again. Han Phac looked at Phong Tu
and asked in silence."Let's go to Wucheng first," Feng Tic said faintly, then pulled the reins and
took the lead.As for Han Phac in the back, he turned his head to look at the quiet carriage and
began to have some doubts, did I have to choose the wrong person to go with?Oh Thanh, the
border of Bach Quoc, a long river like a pearl belt crosses O Thanh, straight to the border of Ky
Van, this is the O Van River with a length of one thousand two hundred li*, one of the four big
river in Dong Trieu.*1 li = 500m => 1200 li = 600kmAt this moment, a cursed dragon is parked
on the bank of the O Giang river, the appearance of this boat with other boats is no different,
the only special thing is that the entire boat body is painted black.There are two people at the
head of the boat, one big and one small, the older one is a young man in a fluttering black
brocade shirt, his face is like jade, his temperament is relaxed, his face still shows a gentle and
elegant smile. , the aristocratic look of nobility can't be put into words. As for the younger one, it
was a teenager about thirteen or fourteen years old, a white shirt and a childish face, but these
two were Phong Ti and Han Phac.As for Phong Tich, at first she leaned against the railing of
the boat, but now she lies on the deck and sinks into a beautiful dream.During the sunset, the
golden sun shines from the sky onto the surface of the O Van River, the water is clear and
clear, forming a shimmering strip of light, the sky and water are one color, not contaminated
with dust, not even a few grasses. The reeds on the riverbank are also infected with a layer of
faint golden light, swaying slightly under the river wind, as if showing off the last bit of
charm.Phong Tic's long phoenix eyes narrowed, looking up at the distant red sun setting to the
west, thousands of golden rays covering his body. He didn't say a word at this moment, as if he
had stood like that since ancient times, unusually quiet, completely unlike the gentleman who
was usually polite and delicate. Under the setting sun, the black silhouette seems to become



tall, calmly standing like a sky-high mountain, and carries a bit of solitude in the afternoon sun,
as if there is only one shadow in the whole world. that shape.And Han Phac stared intently at
Phong Xi, who was sleeping soundly on the deck of the boat, as if studying something, but
studying for a while, still couldn't understand, how could such a person be Bach Phong Xi? the
name of that world?One way from Nguyen Thanh to O Thanh, Phong Tich basically only does
two things, eating and sleeping. She always seems to have the appearance of not getting
enough sleep, except for standing, just sitting down or lying down, she can immediately enter a
beautiful dream, sleeping like that really makes Han Phat admire!What to eat, haizz! Recalling
the first day, she alone ate all the breakfast that Chung Ly and Chung Vien prepared for Phong
Tic to eat enough for two days, then just naturally slept like nothing.As for them, they had to
stop at a small restaurant by the roadside to eat, wait for the food to come up, they were
hungry and immediately ate like a hungry tiger, but Phong Da Gongzi just glanced at it. Without
moving his chopsticks, he got up and got into the carriage. A moment later, from the carriage, a
pitiful cry was heard, with an angry voice containing pain, "Black fox! I kill you!”As for Chung Ly,
Chung Vien, and that old uncle Chung, they still bowed their heads to eat as much as before,
as if they had not heard the sound of fighting and scolding in the carriage, only he worriedly
watched the carriage, afraid that "" The car destroys people', even the rice forgot to eat, in the
end it was still Uncle Chung patting him on the shoulder to reassure him, asking him not to
worry. Of course, in the end, the other two didn't make a fuss to the point of losing their lives,
by the way, they couldn't even see an injury, the master could take action, unlike the common
brute fighting.She at this moment, a woman just like that, sleeping on the deck of the boat like
that, was completely oblivious to the fact that it was the middle of the day, completely ignoring
a man beside her, like the sky is the curtain, the earth is the bed, sleep so pleasant and sweet!
One hand on the back of the head, one hand on the side, the long black hair spread on the
deck of the boat, like a black silk curtain on the ground. The river wind blows, the black silk
curtain gently rises in waves, one of them lands on a white shirt, like smoke encircling a cloud,
others still rise, fluttering in the air, landing. her cheeks, the shiny black hair clinging to her
jadelike face slowly fell… slowly fell…When Phong Tich turned his head, he met Han Phac
staring intently at Phong Tich, in those eyes appeared fascination, doubt, admiration, approval,
sighing... The eyes on the small face were filled with Deep thoughts are not age appropriate.
Phong Tu reached out and patted his head. Han Phac turned his head to glare at him, half
angry, half not paying attention.Suddenly, a "boom" sound was heard, the two turned their
heads at the same time, but did not see Phong Ti, only saw the boat's head splashing water on
the deck. After a while, the two people regained their spirit of love. Enlightenment: Phong Ti
has finally fallen into the river!"Hey, does she know how to swim?" Han Phac cried out in
horror, wanting to jump down to save her, but who knew that Phong Tu would hold him tight, his
mouth gently counted: "One, two, three, four...... ten!"Um! The living water splashed, and then
only Phong Ti emerged. “Cough cough… You can’t save yourself… Cough…….cough… fox!”
One side coughs, the other swims back.“Woman, your sleep really amazes me, you can even
sleep in the water!”The mouth clicked her tongue in praise, but it was not difficult for people to
hear the irony in that statement.Feng Xi parted the water and jumped up, his whole body was
in the air, drops of water splashed on the boat, the two people standing there were covered
with river water."It's not as good as many people to enjoy alone, so cool fresh water I also
share with you to enjoy a little bit." Feng Xi landed on top of the transmission, looking back at
the two people standing on the boat who were splashed with water by themselves and couldn't
help but laugh and say.“Tch!” Feng Tic whistled loudly and clea rly, his eyes shining brightly as
he stared at Feng Xi, "Woman, although you are extremely lazy, you are not too lazy to develop



your skin." Her eyes moved high and low, assessing from head to toe, "The place that should
grow will be big, the place that shouldn't grow won't grow, considering that, she still has a little
charm."As he spoke, he nodded to himself.Feng Xi is now drenched in sweat, her loose white
shirt flutters and clings to her body, her shimmering curves are clearly visible, her long black
hair sticks to her front and back, a drop of water follows her down, her face is like a white jade
soaked in water, beautiful and pure, like a water demon rising up under the water, carelessly
revealing magic or human power.Han Phac just saw Phong Xi's appearance at this time,
although he was still young, he quickly turned his body away, closed his eyes, and
remembered Xi Xi in the house who had taught him through "non-respect" in the past. ,
although in my heart I am also very suspicious of someone like Phong Tich, is there still the
word "courtesy" in this world?Only now did Phong Xi discover his own state of mind, but Bach
Phong Xi was still Bach Phong Xi, and faced this situation without hesitation. She shook her
head, her long hair flew forward, hiding some of the spring scenery, her face was full of smiles:
"To be able to be encouraged by the famous Hac Phong Tu like that, it's an honor to be
congratulated. !”The laughter had not stopped, she turned her body loosely in front of Phong
Tuc, her arms were open, her body was soft and round, like a water demon singing and
dancing, "This appearance of me compared to the girls in How are Thien Huong Lau and Van
Hoa Lau?"Although the words are like that, but while spinning, the water droplets fly, forming a
layer of wet fog, covering the body, making it impossible for people to see clearly. Phong Tuc's
body."The lady in Thien Huong Lau, Van Hoa Lau, everyone is gentle, beautiful and moving,
determined not to be like her who wet our whole body with our country." Feng Xi narrowed his
eyes and smiled bitterly.“Oh, is that so?” Feng Xi stopped, smiling, tilted his head slightly and
asked, his eyes were probably soaked by river water, showing a sparkling water."Uhm,
although you are not both gentle and beautiful, but the ladies in Thien Huong for a long time
are not able to sprinkle water to wet my body like this." Feng Xi wiped his face covered with
water and sighed helplessly."Ha ha......" Feng Xi laughed loudly, the corner of his eyes looked
at Han Pha's small red face, a drop of water shot out from the tip of his finger and fell on the
center of his forehead.“Oi!” Han Phac cried out in pain, rubbed his forehead, and g lared at
Feng Xi with wide eyes, for such a person, he really shouldn't have to explain what is called a
"rite"!"Brother, why is this little ghost still standing there, not hurrying to find clothes for his
sister to change!" Feng Xi's orders were not polite.As soon as the words finished, Phong Tic's
attendant came in with a set of clothes, respectfully offered it to Phong Ti, "Miss Xi, please
come into the cabin to change into wet clothes.""Chung Ly, you are really good." Feng Xi took
the clothes and patted the head of the town while smiling"Miss Xi, I'm Chung Yuan." The small
and delicate face of the bronze town rose red like the setting sun in the west."Huh?" Feng Xi
raised her long eyebrows, then stubbornly said to herself, "It doesn't matter, Chung Ly Chung
Vien is you after all." After saying that, she turned this person and went into the cabin to
change.Wait until she finished dressing to leave, the boat was about to sail.“Where are you
going?” Phong Tu crossed his arms and stood straight at the bow of the boat, without turning
his head, asked lightly."Whatever." Feng Xi also replied nonchalantly, raising his head and
squinting at the rich fluctuating clouds on the western horizon, "Go ashore, wherever you go,
you'll get there."When Han Phac heard this, he instinctively grabbed Feng Xi's sleeve.That
action fell on the corner of Phong Tic's eyes, his mouth curled up, revealing a slight smile, "Han
Phac, are you sure you want to go with her?""Of course!" Han Phac grabbed Feng Xi's sleeve
without hesitation, for some reason, every time he was swept by Feng Xi's gaze, he
immediately felt a cold feeling in his heart, feeling that those eyes were very bright and very
deep. Everything in those eyes seemed to become transparent. This was also one of the



reasons why he didn't want to go with him."Really?" Feng Xi laughed deeply and inexplicably,
then lowered his voice to the point where it couldn't be heard, "I originally wanted to pull you
back, but... you'll know in the future!""What did you say?" If Han Phac couldn't hear well, he
didn't understand."Nothing." Feng Ti turned his head to look at Feng Xi, the smile on his face
also faded, "You want to find out the people in black who killed the Han family? Do you really
want to use yourself as bait?”"Look at my mood and then decide what the bait is, and as for
these people in black......" Feng Xi took hold of her long hair, which still had tears of water
attached to it, and a ray of light appeared in her eyes. stars, shining like snow like swords, but
immediately disappearing, reverting to the same tired expression as before saying, "You and I
must think the same thing, five years ago, you and I even leveled with Doan. Soul Gate but
could not be eradicated, five years later Duan Hun Mon reappeared in Bach Quoc. After hiding
for five years, the people who appeared in Tuyen Son were even more evil and docile than
before, according to the actions of the black robes that killed the Han family, it is very likely that
they are from Duan Hun Mon, Duan Hun Mon has always accepted money to work, the person
who can invite them must be a rich person from one side of the world!""'To achieve the goal,
not from tricks' is the motto of Duan Hun Mon!" Phong Tuc raised his head, the sails were
raised, "We go down the O Van River to go directly to Ky Van, it's better than you to pass
through the South, this way I will help you find out the whereabouts of the people in black, you
help me find out where Huyen Ton Lenh is, will finally come to the meeting in Hoang Quoc,
how?Hearing that, Feng Xi turned to look at Feng Tic, grasping the light that flashed and
disappeared in his eyes, suddenly laughed and laughed, "Why do you insist on taking away
Xuan Ton Lenh? Did Hei Feng Xi really want to build a black dynasty?”“Black Dynasty?” Feng
Ti gave a slight smile that couldn't be grasped, then looked at the front of the boat, "I'm just
accepting other people's requests.""Who has such a big face, can make you work for that
person?" Feng Xi gave a sarcastic smile, "Isn't he afraid of asking for the wrong person?""Lan
Xi is the son of Phong* Quoc." Phong Ti said faintly, his eyes fixed on Phong Xi's face, "That
day, the jewels that helped her pay off the debt were given to her by the son, saying that, you
also owe him a part of the favor, Huyen Ton Lenh. It's also what that person wants, it's also a
good thing for you to conveniently ask him a little bit."*Various in abundance"Princess Lan Xi?"
Upon hearing this, Feng Xi turned his head away, his bright smile filled with mockery, "I heard
that one of the four great sons of Dong Trieu, Lan Tich, the noble and quiet young man, was
like a locust deep in the valley. that you are a noble son away from the mortal world, why do
you insist on taking a sheet of Huyen Ton Lenh covered in dirty blood and touched by
thousands of dirty hands? Not only sent subordinates to take back, they also took large
amounts of money to bribe the wanderers. Why is it that just mentioning the beauty of the
country, the money and the benefits, the holy and noble people are like a bunch of dirty and
rotten dogs!"As for Phong Ti's teasing and provocation, Phong Tic seemed to have practiced it
for a long time, a slight smile on his face remained unchanged, looked back at the riverbank
and said: "The boat is also ready to depart, I want to join you. How about going with me to Ky
Van?""Don't want to go the same way with a black fox like you!" Feng Xi raised his hand to grab
Han Pha's shirt, then his body flew up, and gently stopped on the shore."Woman, don't forget
your appointment, see you in the Royal Kingdom." Feng Xi faintly let out a sentence."Huh...
black fox, even if I find Xuan Ton Leng, I won't give it to you, I will give it to Crown Prince
Huang!" Feng Xi smiled sarcastically."Why?"Feng Tic asked a question again, the boat was
leaving more and more ashore, but Phong Ti's answer was still as clear as before. "Because
that's what he hoped for, what he saw his life for!""In any case, we haven't agreed to that date
yet." Looking at the white sail in the distance, the only white on the black warship, Feng Xi



muttered.Wait until the white sail finally disappears on the horizon, the people on the shore are
still standing dumbfounded as before, looking at the green mountains and blue water under the
sunset, something heavy appears in their hearts for unknown reasons. ."Bill billion, where are
we going now?" Han Phac called back Phong Tich, who was releasing his soul in a far away
place. "Depends." Phong Xi's answer did not change.“Besides “depending”, is there any other
answer?” Han Pu for the second time doubted his own choice.“Ah.” Feng Xi lowered her head
to look at him, then tilted her head again and thought, "Let's just go along this road, passing
through the South Kingdom, Hoa Quoc, Phong Quoc, Phong (rich) Quoc, Ky Van...... Just go
like this. That's it, one day I'll meet those guys in black.""What? Just go like that? Don't have
any clues and just wander around?" Han Phac stared at Bach Phong Xi with wide eyes and
couldn't help but confirm his hypothesis: In the world, it is said that she is extraordinary,
intelligent, and all are transgressions. sculpt!"To go! This kid, what kind of face are you showing
me! Phong Ti's finger flicked up on Han Phac's forehead, then started walking down the street,
"Have you ever heard a saying, 'Wearing in Bach Quoc, eating in the South, martial arts in
Hoang Quoc, writing in Phong Quoc, playing games in Vietnam? in Hoa Quoc, turmeric in
Phong (abundant) Quoc', my sister will now take me to enjoy a bohemian life!"*Technology:
profession, talent, learning, and technique are all called arts. In ancient times, Le, Music,
Archery (archery), Ngu (holding the reins to marry a horse), Thu (writing), Number (learning
about math) were the six arts.Southern Kingdom, the western border mountain road,Two
people, one big and one small, were walking slowly, the person walking in front was a girl in
white shirt, sleeves fluttering, long black hair, light feet, happy face. And the person behind is a
young man in white shirt, on his back is a small bag, a white shirt has turned into a gray shirt, a
handsome face has become lost, a gloomy pair of eyes without a trace of light. morning, there
was no strength left in his mouth to whisper.“Why do you want to follow billion? This is the
worst decision of my life!”"Follow me, I can only eat male and female meals, sometimes I still
eat king's rice*, if I can't escape, I'll take you somewhere, otherwise I'll have to eat wild fruits
and drink dirty water from streams."*Eat rice king: Eat without paying"If it's not sleeping under
the eaves of other people's houses, then sleeping in the trees, otherwise, it's just sleeping in a
ruined temple with only one mat, the sun and the wind pass through the day, there is not a
single day of peace!"“How can this be ! Why does Bach Phong Xi rank first and second in the
world without any money?! Aren't all the great knights majestic, with money wrapped around
their bodies?""You should be following the Black Wind, even if you were sold in your sleep, at
least you can eat and sleep well!"You don't need to think about it, the person who is
complaining and resenting this is Han Phac who previously begged to follow Bach Phong Xi,
but now he regrets it a lot."Poor, you're thirteen, not eighty-three, don't go slow like an old
man!" When Feng Xi in front turned to call, he was already four or five feet away from the
person behind.On the contrary, when Han Phac heard that, he sat down on the ground
motionless, using the last bit of strength to glare at Bach Phong Xi with anger, using silence as
a protest.Feng Xi turned back to look at him, glanced at him and saw that he was so tired that
he couldn't stand it, a smile filled his face, "Who said he is a man, how can he walk only a part
of the mountain road? floating?""I'm thirsty, I'm hungry, I don't have the strength!" Han Phac
was simply too lazy to argue.“Aizz! All right, I'll go see if I can catch a wild rabbit or a mountain
chicken for you to fill my stomach?"Feng Xi doesn't know what to do, it's really not good to
bring children, especially this kind of person who is well-fed and warmly dressed, can't walk for
such a long distance, and is also picky about eating... However…… this bad habit of picky
eating has been largely overcome by myself, at least when it's hungry, as long as it can eat, it
eats like a hungry tiger.“As for the part that I'm thirsty… There doesn't seem to be any springs



nearby either.” Phong Xi's eyes whirled, lowered his voice, and approached him, saying, "It's
not better to drink the blood of wild rabbits or mountain chickens, it's both refreshing and
nutritious!"“Ee…… �Ìe……” Han Phac quickly pushed her awa y, lowered his face to the ground
to vomit, it was just that he vomited but couldn't vomit anything, everything in his stomach was
consumed.“Haha…… Puer… You really lack training!” Feng Xi smiled and walked away,
"Remember, find firewood, there is nothing in the world that you can't enjoy without
doing!""Known."Han Phac said in a whisper, staggered to his feet to look for some firewood,
then in a flat place he used his small dagger to clear an empty space, piled up firewood just
waiting for Phong Ti to return."Good Phac Nhi, light a fire."Phong Ti's voice came from afar,
Han Phac knew that this proved that she had caught her prey, hurriedly looked for flints to burn
wood, when the fire was aroused, Phong Tich returned, holding a sword in one hand. Mountain
chicken, one hand holding wild fruit."First, eat to quench thirst." Phong Tich threw a wild fruit to
Han Phac.As soon as Han Phac received it, he immediately took a bite, sucked the juice of the
wild fruit with his chisel, then breathed a long sigh of relief, this time the sour taste of the juice
was not inferior to the delicious wine and precious tea.“Chief, do we eat grilled chicken or
beggar chicken?” Feng Xi didn't cut a mountain chicken with his hand, such a skillful move
would absolutely not be possible without training for three or five years.*Beggar chicken:
Beggar chicken was created in a very special situation. A homeless beggar from Hangzhou, in
a famine, had to risk his life to steal chickens from the yard of a roadside house to soothe the
rumbling noises coming from his empty stomach for many days. He was building a fire and
preparing to make a chicken when suddenly, the Emperor and his courtiers were getting closer
and closer. In a panic, he wrapped the chicken in mud and threw it into the fire. The aroma of
the chicken being thrown into the fire attracted the Emperor to stop and dine with the beggar.
Surprisingly, the dish was so delicious that His Majesty insisted on knowing how to prepare this
dish. As a result, this grilled chicken dish was included on the menu in the king's palace and
became a very popular dish to this day."Bake ..." Han Phac's mouth was full of fruit, wanting to
have something to eat quickly.“This is Phong Thi grilled chicken.” Feng Xi threw the chicken
over the top of the fire and grilled it, "Pharma, the fire is a bit low, let me blow it up a
bit."“Phew!” After eating the wild fruit, Han Phac regained some strength, knelt down to blow
the fire.“Not yet, make it bigger!” Phong Xi said as he seasoned the chicken, "If the fire isn't too
loud, I'll let you sit and bite the chicken bones for a while!"Knowing that Feng Xi could do it,
Han Phac quickly took a deep breath, gathered energy in the dantian, and then used all his
strength "Phew!!!" blew out."Boom!"Firewood, dust and dirt flew up into the sky, black ashes
flew and fell, covering their heads, faces, and bodies.“Han Phac!” Feng Xi wiped the dust off
his face, revealing a face that was once white, now turned black, eyes wide, clenched his teeth
and uttered two words, cold as morning dew in autumn."I didn't mean it either!" Han Phac
reflexively jumped up like a bow, ran into the woods to hide, his action was faster than that of a
wild rabbit!"Stop!" Feng Xi flew after him, not seeing anyone else's shadow.Han Phac hid in the
slow-moving trees, afraid that if he wasn't careful he would be discovered by Feng Xi. Regret
rose in his heart, he should have followed Phong Tuc, at least before he died, he would have
fed him!“Wow!” A small sound came from behind, the pursuer has arrived! He took a step
forward, used all of his strength to launch a cat-like air attack and run forward."Nail!" The
sound of the wind behind my head was like the sound of a weapon piercing through the air, so
strong that I couldn't stand it!"I didn't do it on purpose! Next time I'll be a little more careful!"
Han Phac cried out miserably.But the sound of the wind behind his head became faster and
faster, and a cold air was close to his head.Feng Xi couldn't be so callous, when he urgently
turned his head, seeing what was happening, his three souls and six beats were threatened



with half of them!The sword light was like snowflakes falling all over the sky with a sharp
sharpness as thick as rain rolling towards him, ready to cover him, but Han Phac couldn't make
it in time because of the dazzling snow and tears, that sharp thing. Almost touching the skin, a
cold air penetrated to the bones, eyes closed, only one sentence resounded in the head:
"Sister, save me!"After a long time, the pain of being cut by a sharp sword had not yet
transmitted, and even the cold air had faded a lot, the surroundings seemed to be extremely
silent. Han Phac quietly opened one eye, glanced around, and almost couldn't breathe.The
sharp tip of the sword that flashed like snow was an inch away from his neck, looking up in the
direction of the long sword, two inches in front of the tip was a finger covered in black dust, a
long slender middle finger and a gentle thumb grasping the blade, Looking up, I saw the hand
holding the sword, delicate, white, long slender fingers separated by heaven and earth with the
other two fingers, eyes slowly following the arm looking up, a face face as white as snow, like
pure snowflakes, like beautiful snowflakes, like cold snowflakes, like weak snowflakes, as if
with the flick of a hand, this face in front of eyes will fly away, blend melt into heaven and
earth!"Feared?" Feng Xi's mocking sarcasm faintly reached his ears."Sister!" Han Phac
excitedly jumped up and hugged Feng Xi's neck, the cold air didn't hit but dissipated, the heart
that danced and played without stopping also returned to the way it was."YES."Feng Xi replied
softly, her eyes never leaving the person standing in front of her, is this a man or a woman?
Except for the other face, the rest seems to be definitely male… Uhm… Like a snowman! Long
hair like snow, white shirt like snow, skin like snow, and eyes as cold as snow, cold aura like
snow and ice, only the eyebrows hidden under the hair apricot is black.Such a beautiful
snowman, is it completely like snow that can't take a single blow?Thinking in his heart, he lifted
his left hand, flicked his hand over the sword body, a "ding" sound, his body trembled, the boy's
hand holding the snow-white shirt became trembling, but he still held it. sword body, eyes
radiating cold light stared straight at her, a pale blue color suddenly appeared in those
eyes."What?" Seeing this, Feng Xi couldn't help but be surprised, this one attack contained five
successes, who thought that the snowwhite man's treasure sword would surely have to let go,
who would have thought that he would be able to keep it? , it seems that the internal strength
is not bad.But the guy in the snow white shirt was even more scared, this person in front of him
was covered in dust, his face was covered with ashes, dirty like a wild girl emerging from the
underground tunnel, but she can be gentle. Using two fingers to block a sword he stabbed with
all his strength, his fingers even shot out the force that made his own hand tremble, if he didn't
put all his strength into one hand, he would fear that the treasure sword would slip out of his
hand and fly away. ! Which side is she from? Since when in the martial arts place appeared a
girl with such powerful martial arts?"I let go, you take the sword? Or……” Feng Xi tilted her
head and glanced at the snow-white man, the corners of her mouth curled up, a slight smile
appeared on her face, it was just that the black face when smiling was a bit funny.“Or… do I
break it!?”As expected, those beautiful eyes flashed a murderous glint, the light blue color in
his eyes became darker, as if a trace of a blue space on the white snow, and his whole body
radiated aura. morale, as if a gladiator is on the battlefield, the will to fight is boiling!What an
arrogant person! In my heart, I couldn't help but sigh.Chapter 6: The Promised Dynasty A
Promise"Simple, collect the sword." Suddenly, a clear, cold voice sounded behind him, gentle
but indifferent, yet a little majestic, as if carrying a regal aura, not angry but mighty, quietly
giving orders to the gods.When the snow white man heard that, the strength of his whole body
immediately dissipated, the killing intent in his eyes also faded, he wanted to draw the sword,
but the tip of the sword was in Phong Xi's hand, even though he tried to pull it out, he still
couldn't. unable to move the sword an inch, the pale blue color in the white shirt man's eyes



that had just disappeared became darker and darker, looking at Feng Xi without blinking, as if
he wanted to draw his sword to fight, but then stopped very restrained."Can the lady let go of
your hand too?" The other person's voice sounded again, the voice contained orders calmly,
but did not make people feel dissatisfied, this person seemed to be born to give orders to
others."What if you don't let go?" Feng Xi didn't turn around, coldly replied."Sister?" Han Phac
tugged on her sleeve, not knowing what her action meant."Then what must be done to make
the lady willing to let go?" The sound from behind sounded again, with a little patience and
curiosity."Sorry!" Feng Xi gently let go of his words, his eyes still fixed on the snow-white
man."Sorry?" There was a feeling that the sound behind it seemed to carry a ridiculous
sound."Your subordinates unwittingly drew their swords to assassinate my younger brother, if I
hadn't arrived just in time, wouldn't my brother's life be killed by his sword." Feng Xi still didn't
turn around, just stared at the snow-white boy, face to face with him, the lazy glint in his eyes
instantly turned into an ice-cold light, "Yes In your eyes, human life is worth nothing, but in my
eyes, your brother is worth more than any treasure in the world!""Your Highness hasn't been
harmed yet, is that so?" The sound from behind sounded somewhat cold.“Since there are no
injuries or deaths, there is no need to apologize or take responsibility for your actions, right?”
Phong Xi's eyes flashed with a sharp ray, the snow white man couldn't help but feel cold in his
heart, but his arrogant personality refused to bow to admit defeat and did not allow himself to
lower his head, still coldly facing Phong President as before."If that's the case..." Feng Xi tilted
her head and smiled, revealing her pure white teeth, reflecting sunlight, shining like snow jade,
"I've killed many people before, but my self-assessment is also very good. I've never killed an
innocent person, now I'm going to try and kill a stranger!"The snow-white boy still hasn't
recovered from her smile, his wrist already feels painful, then five fingers go numb, the sword
has slipped from his hand."Careful Prince!" The boy in a snow-white shirt who had recovered
his spirit shouted in fear, not worrying about himself, but on the contrary only worried about
warning his master.“Have you ever experienced this feeling?” Feng Xi's mouth slightly shouted,
grabbed the sword, turned around, turned his wrist slightly, the long sword turned into a
rainbow straight at the silhouette of the person behind, these consecutive movements only
happened in a blink of an eye, come quickly. enough to make people not have time to react,
they saw the sword light shining like the sun through the nine clouds, just right in front of the
other's neck.The person standing in the back saw the sword light stabbing him like a lithe and
powerless, but in the blink of an eye, he was in front of him, thick with cold air, this bravery
proved that the person who came here could not be underestimated. Okay! The body swayed,
dodged to the left extremely quickly, this one sword seemed to just pass, but it didn't wait for
him to have time to breathe, the second sword was like a shadow following closely, straight into
the eyes. .The other person did not expect the opponent's body to be so fast, it was impossible
to avoid it, the wrist was raised, the blue color in the sleeve suddenly flashed, it was difficult to
block the long sword, the tip of the sword is now only less than half an inch away from the
eyes!"Dandy!" The young man in white couldn't help but feel extremely worried, wanted to take
action, but tried his best to be patient."Not bad!"Phong Xi's wrist trembled, and the tip of the
sword hit the green object — a blue blade but only about a meter long, the blade was blue, and
under the sun's rays, like the full moon, radiated a clear blue light. , deep down, the other man
exerted force on his arm, the clash of swords and swords made a clear interference sound,
and both wrists felt numb.“The power is so good!”This time, the other person suddenly uttered
a compliment, the words were not finished, his short knife had drawn a line, carrying a strange
blue light that swept towards Phong Ti's neck, Feng Xi saw this, his heart trembled. himself, the
long sword in his hand waved, weaving into a snow-white wall, sealed with no gaps, blue, right



before stopping at the snow-white wall, he heard the sound of the sword "ding, nail, nail, nail,
nail" .“Continue this trick!”Feng Xi gave a low shout, his right wrist just turned, the long sword
swept back, stabbed straight at the opponent's short knife, then continued to the other person's
chest, at the same time, his sleeve fluttered like a cloud. white crosses the sky, flies straight to
the other person's face, the sleeve hasn't arrived yet, the sharp wind* has swept through,
making the skin aching!*Gathering wind: wind/moment flutters from the sleeve (like the sword
wind, the sword has not arrived but the sword wind can also hurt people)The other person saw
that, although he was surprised because the opponent's gong was quite high, he changed his
moves very quickly, but he was still not confused and worried, his right hand waved, the short
knife stopped the long sword that was stabbing in front of his chest and hand. The left side also
swung up at the same time, turning into a palm blade, carrying eight pieces of gong, slashing
straight to Phong Ti's left sleeve.“Heh heh… Another move!”Seeing that, Feng Xi laughed
softly, his left wrist lifted, his sleeve suddenly left before touching the other's palm, but in an
instant, it rolled back, heading straight for the other's left hand, fast like lightning! If this one is
successful, the other person's hand will be severed from the wrist!The other still showed no
fear in the face of danger, but the martial arts were also extremely sublime, in an instant when
the hand was close to the sleeve, the palm turned into a claw, a fivefingered claw, only one
sound was heard. Crispy "numb", the two separated, half of the sleeve fluttered in the air and
landed between the two of them."Sister!" As soon as Han Phac saw the two separated, he
quickly ran to Phong Xi's side."Dandy!" The snow-white boy also rushed to the other's side, but
his eyes were fixed on Feng Xi, his face showing both shame and anger, ashamed because he
prided himself in excellentswordsmanship, Now the sword is stolen! Angry because she dared
to act with the prince."Billionaire, you are not injured are you?" Han Phac looked anxiously at
Feng Xi."No." Feng Xi lowered his head to look at Han Pu with a smile, telling him not to worry,
his left hand was raised, half of his sleeve was missing, revealing a delicate arm like a lotus, as
white as white jade, just a hand with a pearl. a bit of dirty black, “Oh, the sleeves are ripped off!
Haven't seen such an opponent in years!""Princess, are you okay?" The young man in white
also cared and asked his master, if the young man was injured right next to him, that would
be... Thinking back, he couldn't help but feel a chill down his spine, his hands clenched
tightly."Simple, no need to blame yourself." The other man reassured him and said, raising his
own left hand, on the back of his hand there was a pale blood stain about three inches, "This
lady's martial arts has few rivals in the world, even I can't take advantage of it either!"When
Feng Xi heard that, he couldn't help but look up at the other person, but after seeing it clearly,
he couldn't help but be dumbfounded!It turned out that the other was an extremely handsome
young man, about twenty-five, twenty-six years old, tall and slim, wearing a light purple robe,
long black hair tied behind his head by a purple string. , the face seemed like a peerless
sculpture made from the best selected jade in nature, the eyes were golden brown, rare copper
color, showing a blinding sharp light, as if it were just arbitrary. Standing like that, he can carry
a kind of noble appearance, as if he is regal in the world*, proudly observing thousands of
miles of mountains and hundreds of thousands of people at his feet.* Soldiers in the world:
commanding the world."Hey, this is the first time I've met someone with the same looks and
aura as that black fox." Feng Xi looked at the purple-robed prince and couldn't help but
whisper."Billionaire, what do you say?" Han Phac asked again, just because her voice was
really low, could not be heard clearly. “I'm saying… how long can you grow up like that!” Feng
Xi lowered her head and glanced at Han Pu."Uhm, if there's such a handsome younger
brother, it's really not bad, by then it will definitely be like that black fox on the way, there are
beautiful women who automatically give clothes and food, no need for a lifetime. You have to



worry about eating and drinking!”"It's rare for a princess to be so tall like that, can't she tell her
precious name?"The purple-robed prince also closely observed Phong Xi, the young girl in
front of her was wearing a dirty black dress full of dirt, she couldn't see the original color, her
face was white and black, and her forehead was covered with a dusty jewelry. , unknown to
what, gl walking thirty thousand miles tired in the wilderness, not knowing where to go, the
clear light makes people dizzy, involuntarily turn their eyes again, until looking back, they see
the dirty girl This dirty has a kind of casual indifference, like a very soft natural fresh
breeze!“Huh! How can my sister's great name casually let others know!" Hearing that, Han
Phac snorted, his small face turned up, "At least you should apologize to me first!""Huh?" The
purple-robed prince glanced at Han Phac and asked lightly."You guys made me panic for no
reason, of course you have to apologize to me." Han Phac said loudly, it was just that when he
was caught by the purple-robed prince, for some reason, he shivered in his heart, and his spirit
was also slightly weakened."Then what is the name of the little brother?" The purple-robed
prince asked again.
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